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In Mumbai, Swamishri performs arti of the murtis for new BAPS mandirs in India and abroad, and blesses all.

Heartfelt respects to swamisHri on His 91st BirtHday, mumBai

On 2 December 2011, at BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir, 
Mumbai, sadhus and devotees offer their heartfelt respects at 
the holy feet of Pramukh Swami Maharaj on his 91st birthday.
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An ideal manager can lead an organization to progress by practising the principles 
of management. But he may not prove to be a successful leader because leadership 
requires altogether different attributes. Therefore, it can be said that a successful 

leader can be a successful manager but a successful manager may not be a successful leader.
A step further, a successful leader can establish an organization and develop it, but an 

institution builder is several notches higher. The difference between an organization and an 
institution lies in how seriously their members take its basic values and principles and internal-
ize them and identify themselves with it. An institution builder can also help intellectuals and 
spiritual aspirants to internalize those values. Not only that, he energizes them so much that 
they rise beyond their self-centred thoughts and strive to achieve the goals of an institution. 

The world has witnessed many such institution builders. In the decades before and after In-
dia’s independence, many personalities have founded prestigious institutions in various fields.

In the face of many odds during the British rule, Jamshedji Tata established a steel plant during 
the First World War to follow the western model for industrial progress. He also founded the 

first word
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Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore and made 
a great contribution in the field of education 
before independence. Vishvasaraiya raised a 
hydroelectricity plant in old Mysore state. The 
Tatas also founded, under Sir Dorabji Tata Trust, 
well-known institutions like Tata Institute of 
Fundamental Research (TIFR) with the help of the 
scientific acumen of Homi Bhabha, Tata Institute 
of Social Sciences, Tata Memorial Hospital, one 
of the world’s best known hospitals for cancer, 
and National Centre for Performing Arts. The 
All India Institute of Medical Science (AIIMS), 
the dream of Pandit Nehru and Rajkumari Amrit 
Kaur, was set up in 1942-3. Mahendralal Sarkar 
founded the Indian Association for Cultivation of 
Sciences (IACS) on the lines of the London-based 
Royal Institution where C.V. Raman did research 
and received the Nobel Prize. In 1944, Shri 
Ardeshar Dalal, then director of TISCO, floated 
the idea of establishing the Indian Institute of 
Technology (IIT) on the lines of MIT after 
visiting America. Thereafter, the Government 
of India gave shape to it in 1961. In Ahmedabad 
Dr Vikram Sarabhai worked wonders when 
he founded the Ahmedabad Textile Industry 
Research Association (ATIRA), Physical Research 
Laboratory (PRL) and the Indian Institute of 
Management (IIM).

Following in his footsteps, Vikram Sarabhai’s 
contemporary scientists, Shri Satish Dhavan, 
Shri Brahma Prakash and Dr Abdul Kalam 
contributed a great deal in the field of atomic 
energy at the Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre in 
Thiruvananthapuram.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, 
a unique spiritual institution was founded by 
the dynamic and bold Shastriji Maharaj, the 
third spiritual successor of Bhagwan Swamina-
rayan. Shastriji Maharaj founded the Bochasan-
wasi Shri Akshar Purushottam Swaminarayan 
Sanstha (BAPS) on 5 June 1907, enshrining 
the Akshar-Purushottam upasana in the small 
village of Bochasan of Anand district in Guja-
rat. The murtis of Akshar-Purushottam Maha-

raj were ceremoniously installed in a majestic 
mandir. About 100 years before, at the time of 
the installation of the murtis of Nar-Narayan 
in Ahmedabad, Bhagwan Swaminarayan himself 
stated, “This Nar is part of Akshar and Narayan 
is part of me.”

In order to spread the Akshar-Purushottam 
principle in its original form, Shastriji Maha-
raj founded this institution. Dolatram Pandya, 
a star litterateur of Nadiad, once said, “If he 
(Shastriji Maharaj) had not done this, Bhagwan 
Swaminarayan would have had to re-incarnate 
to do it.” As Pramukh Swami Maharaj says, “If 
Shastriji Maharaj were not born, we would not 
have been introduced to the principle of Akshar-
Purushottam. No one can really appreciate his 
efforts and divine powers with one’s intellect. 
He internalized the upasana that Shriji Maharaj 
enunciated. Though he was frail, the power of 
Shriji Maharaj worked in him.”

The divine Shastriji Maharaj had many be-
neficent virtues as well as such qualities which 
could help internationally acclaimed manage-
ment experts evaluate him as the founder of a 
prestigious institution.

His outstanding spiritual personality was 
boundless and replete with divine virtues. He thus 
blessed countless with moksha. Sadhus and devo-
tees of all ages who came into his contact experi-
enced that Shastriji Maharaj showered them with 
the love of both mother and father. He wished lib-
eration for all spiritual aspirants, however poor or 
illiterate. Just to please them he toured extensively, 
braving heat and cold, sanctifying their huts and 
homes and providing them succour in times of cri-
ses and financial constraints. At the ripe old age 
of 84, he gave discourses on the occasion of a pa-
rayan in Rajpur which such enthusiasm that could 
put to home any young man. When a devotee 
asked him to take rest, Swami said with a smile, “I 
always take rest seated in the murti of Maharaj but 
when I meet devotees like you, Maharaj asks me 
to talk. So I can’t live without it.”

Such epoch-makers have the ability to 
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transform the temperament, attitude, thoughts 
and behaviour of all persons who come to 
them. Sometimes only a brief meeting with 
him transformed the whole being of a person. 
When the mandir of Bochasan was in the 
making, the opponents contacted Hira Mukhi, 
a miscreant of Bochasan, to put obstacles during 
the construction of the mandir. When Hira 
Mukhi sponsored a meal for the BAPS sadhus 
in Bochasan Mandir, Shastriji Maharaj refused 
to eat. Shastriji Maharaj told him, “Your habits 
are unethical. I will eat only when you take 
vows and become a satsangi today.” When Hira 
Mukhi looked at Swami’s eyes, he felt a chill 
down his spine and experienced peace at heart. 
Hira Mukhi was changed to the core.

Then he used his courage for Satsang and in 
all projects of Shastriji Maharaj.

In Gujarat there were people steeped in super-
stitions and sensual pleasures. The ceaseless trav-
els of Shastriji Maharaj and his sadhus inspired 
character-building in the lives of thousands of 
people. As a result of the simplicity, saintliness 
and discourses of the sadhus several notorious 
villages like Badalpur turned into satsang cen-
tres. The people of these villages began to live 
in honesty and morality. An outstanding charac-
teristic of such an institution builder is that, “He 
creates a vision, communicates it to his followers 
and exhorts them to move towards that vision.” 

Such institution builders are visionaries 
themselves and are also very clear about their 
goals. Not only that, but those who come into 
their contact develop an understanding of the 
goal and endeavour in the direction of that goal. 
They also provides pursuasive communication 
for that.

Jethabhai (Swami Nirgundas) of Pij village 
was introduced to the glory and greatness of 
Bhagatji Maharaj by Muljibhai of the same vil-
lage. When this bright and dynamic young man 
met Shastriji Maharaj at Vadodara mandir, Shas-
triji Maharaj talked to him for twelve hours at a 
stretch on the principle of Akshar-Purushottam 

and convinced him of its truth.
When the construction of Sarangpur mandir 

was under way, the sadhus joined in the seva 
activities from early morning. One day sadhu 
Harikrishnadas was returning after a bath at 
the sanctified well with a pot of water perched 
on his head. At that time the Darbar of Jhin-
jhar commented, “Why take such pains?” Sad-
hu Harikrishnadas asked him to meet Shastriji 
Maharaj to know how important such seva was. 
The Darbar went to see Swamishri who, on the 
basis of Vachanamruts Gadhada I 71 and Vartal 
5, explained, “Only the meritorious get the op-
portunity to serve the Sadhu of Bhagwan.” The 
Darbar was moved and he accepted Swamishri 
as his guru. Thereafter, he served the Sanstha.

Such institution builders have a deep fore-
sight. They know what the coming decades 
will witness. Their forecasts are destined to 
be translated into realities. Their brooding is 
comprehensive. Their every step and work 
produce fruitful results in the future. They are 
also first-rate planners.

Shastriji Maharaj became poignant when his 
guru Bhagatji Maharaj passed away. But shortly 
thereafter he became calm and composed and 
made determined efforts to give shape to the 
Akshar-Purushottam principle. He thought of 
raising a large group of sadhus and devotees 
with robust faith in the Akshar-Purushottam 
principle. Then he endeavoured in that direc-
tion only. He toured Gujarat extensively and 
through personal contacts and discourses talk-
ed about the Akshar-Purushottam upasana. He 
also selected devotees like Kuberbhai and Pujaji 
Bapu from Gohilvad in Saurashtra for the pur-
pose. One satsang group regularly visited the 
villages of Sokhda, Sankarda, Vasna, Anjesar 
and Tundav in Gujarat. Outside Gujarat, Swami 
Nirgundasji toured widely in Mumbai, Konkan 
and Khandesh regions of Maharashtra. Swami 
Purushottamdasji and Pandya Narayanji Maha-
raj visited the other villages of Gujarat.

(Contd. on p. 14)
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The Pious Premibai

Premibai, a woman devotee of Deev, was 
seated in the congregation with the rest of the fe-
male devotees in Karyani. Like everyone else she 
was engrossed in Shri Hari’s darshan. At regular 
intervals, Premibai glanced at a small baggage 
pressed under her feet. Shri Hari had noticed 
this, and after a while he got down from his seat, 
walked through the assembly and came to her. 
Everyone was surprised to see Maharaj approach 
in this way. He had never done so before.

Shri Hari asked Premibai, “Sister, have you 
come to gift me clothes and jewellery?” Premi-
bai was astonished by Maharaj’s question. She 
took the bag in her hand and replied humbly, 
“Yes Maharaj. I have brought this with great 
care and devotion. I was eager to offer it to you 
personally but was confused about how to do 
it. However, you’ve come to me of your own 
accord and with compassion. Here Maharaj, ac-
cept this gift from a poor soul.” 

Shriji Maharaj took the bag and touched it 
with respect to his head and heart. He showered 
his grace upon her and returned to his seat. The 
entire congregation was amazed and wondered 
at Shri Hari’s lila. Everyone in the assembly was 
awed at Premibai’s devotion to Maharaj. In ad-

dition, everyone was curious to know why Shri 
Hari accepted her gift in this unique manner.

Shriji Maharaj then addressed the congre-
gation, “Listen, O devotees and sadhus! Since 
many years, innumerable devotees have been 
offering me clothes and jewellery. But never 
before have I approached anyone to receive 
them.” Then Maharaj told Mayaram Bhatt to 
open the bag and take out the contents. Shri 
Hari took the clothes in his hands and placed 
them against his body. He put on the jewel-
lery and continued, “And, I’ve never explicitly 
expressed my joy upon anyone offering me 
a gift. Today, however, I am very happy with 
the devotee.”1 Immediately thereafter Shriji 

1. Many months prior to her visit to Kariyani, Premibai 
had prepared clothes and jewellery to offer to Shri 
Hari. But at that time Mulji, a Brahmin of Rajula vil-
lage, got news of her gift. Mulji was an adept swin-
dler. He dressed like Swaminarayan, mounted on a 
horse and came to the port of Deev where Premibai 
lived. He proclaimed to her that he was Swamina-
rayan and thus accepted the clothes and jewellery she 
had reserved for Maharaj. Later on Premibai realized 
that she had been deceived. In spite of this, her devo-
tion to Maharaj remained unshaken. She determined-
ly had another set of clothes and jewellery prepared 
and personally travelled to Kariyani to offer them to 
Maharaj. Shri Hari came forward to accept her gift 
because of her deep faith and devotion.

Swaminarayan HiStory: translation by Sadhu Vivekjivandas

Shri Hari Celebrates the 
Devotion of Premibai

Shri Hari was residing at Vasta Khachar’s
darbar in Kariyani. After celebrating Diwali

and Annakut he stayed on to give
darshan and discourses to all...
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Maharaj donated the clothes and jewellery to 
Dinanath Bhatt. The devotees had, on several 
occasions, witnessed Maharaj’s virtue of non-
attachment and charity, but today the occasion 
was unique and memorable.

The assembly continued with questions 
from Muktanand Swami, Brahmanand Swami 
and others. Shri Hari discoursed on how to 
erase envy in life, “Envy is the repository of 
all base instincts. The Shrimad Bhagavat states 
that a sadhu who is free of envy is blessed with 
Bhagavat Dharma. One who desires to tread 
the path of saintliness can erase envy in his life. 

“The three causes of envy are desires for 
women, wealth and sumptuous food. However, 
if one is above these three weaknesses then his 
envy is born of ego. My act of giving away these 
clothes to Dinanath Bhatt must have aroused 
envy in someone. An envious person cannot 
appreciate, ‘Glory to the one who gifted the 
clothes to Maharaj, and glory to Shri Hari for 
donating them to a Brahmin.’ But one afflicted 
with envy simply burns within on seeing the do-
nor donating and the receiver accepting. 

“I am not in the least tainted by lust, anger, 
greed, ego, envy and jealousy in my heart. I am 
intensely averse to the five sense objects relat-
ed to mundane word, touch, beauty, taste and 
smell.

“Whatever I accept in the form of food, 
clothes and other objects I do so after perceiving 
the devotees’ devotion, but never for the sake 
of happiness and comfort for my body. I eat, 
drink and accept clothes for the cause of [spiri-
tual elevation of] sadhus and devotees. How-
ever, when I feel it is not so for them but for 
myself, I renounce the objects instantly. I have 
totally dedicated my life to God’s devotees who 
are committed to him in mind, action and word. 
Thus, I am bound to whoever is a true devotee 
of God. And the objects and wealth of the four-
teen worlds are trifle to me.”2 

2. Vachanamrut, Kariyani 6

Shri Hari thus cheerfully celebrated the fes-
tivals of Diwali and Annakut in Kariyani. He 
blessed thousands of devotees, who had trav-
elled from all regions, with his divine joy and 
wisdom. 

Maharaj also wished to celebrate Prabodhini 
Ekadashi in Kariyani. Since the village was idyl-
lic, each day Shri Hari discoursed at length and 
with profundity. On the day before ekadashi 
Maharaj’s health declined. The mercury outside 
dipped further that night. A fire stove was ig-
nited to keep Maharaj’s room warm. Shri Hari 
asked Muktanand Swami to check his pulse. 
Swami replied, “Maharaj, you are unwell. It 
seems that times are hard for the devotees too, 
because you are the soul of all devotees. Your 
illness produces sadness in our hearts.”

In reply, Shriji Maharaj talked about engag-
ing oneself in austerities and his deep inclina-
tion for them. He explained, “It’s been twen-
ty-one years since the day I met Ramamand 
Swami. During this period I have come across 
hundreds of devotees who have offered me a 
variety of clothes, embellishments and food 
items. But, never have I become desirous of or 
attached to those gifts. The reason is because 
I am strongly inclined towards renunciation.” 
Shri Hari then elaborated upon God’s doership 
and the principle of offering bhakti to God 
with a spirit of servitude.

A few days later Maharaj got well. He cel-
ebrated the festival of Kartak Punam (Dev Di-
wali) and left for Loya. On the way he halted 
at the darbar of Hamir Khachar in Botad. Sura 
Khachar of Loya arrived there on that day. Ma-
haraj asked, “Why have you come here?”

“For your darshan, and the other reason I’ll 
tell you in private,” Sura Khachar replied.

Shri Hari smiled and said, “Everyone present 
here is personal, so you might as well say it.”

Sura Khachar was a little perplexed, but he 
began, “Maharaj, there’s no problem in telling 
you here, but if you do not agree to and abide by 
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what I ask, I’ll be in serious trouble.”
Maharaj was a little amused at Sura Khachar’s 

words, so he bantered, “What type of trouble 
will you land in?”

sura Khachar’s Trouble

Sura Khachar spiced up his conversation, 
“I’ve been sent to bring you to Loya.”

“By whom?” Maharaj asked amusingly.
“My wife. And, besides, who else could have 

the audacity to say so!”
“But what sort of trouble are you referring 

to?” Maharaj prodded.
“The problem could be big. See, you are God. 

And, supposing if you do not accept or agree to 
come!” Sura Khachar spoke earnestly.

“Then so what? If I am unable to come now 
I’ll come later. My absence will not make Loya 
desolate and barren,” Maharaj argued.

“O Maharaj, it would be too much. I was 
afraid you would say that. Oh, it’s too much for 
me to bear,” Sura Khachar replied anxiously.

“But how can it be too much for you? What 
sort of trouble are you talking of? Pardon me, 
but I fail to understand your words,” Maharaj 
revealed.

“Maharaj, I would be in shambles.”
The small congregation was avidly listening, 

but no one could plumb Sura Khachar’s frustra-
tion. Shri Hari was in a jocular mood today. He 
pressed on further, “First, talk about your trou-
ble and then about other things.”

Sura Khachar took off his head gear (fento) 
and threw it in Shri Hari’s lap, “Maharaj, if you 
do not come to Loya then I’ll have to become a 
sadhu, because my wife has ordered so.”

Shri Hari was amused. He smilingly added, 
“What’s wrong with that? I’m ready to shave 
your head and give you the sadhu diksha.”

“But Maharaj, you had once got my head 
tonsured and given diksha. And then you sent 
me back home. If you were to do this again, 
what prestige would I have left in my commu-

nity!” The entire assembly broke out in guffaws. 
At that time Jivuba interrupted by convey-

ing through Dada Khachar that Maharaj must 
come straight to Gadhada. The reason was that 
the brinjals in Lakshmivadi had turned out to 
be extraordinary and bountiful. She wished 
that Maharaj have them for lunch and dinner 
and also serve them to the sadhus. Shriji Ma-
haraj agreed to Jivuba’s request and declared 
that he would come straight to Gadhada. Sura 
Khachar sighed, “So Maharaj, you will not 
come to Loya! Then you might as well initiate 
me into a sadhu.”

Shri Hari retorted, “Sura Khachar, are you 
under the sway of your wife or is she under your 
influence?”

Sura Khachar realized that Maharaj had 
amusingly wedged a question in the presence of 
all. In response, Sura Khachar shot back, “Ma-
haraj, you are the master of countless universes 
and also the husband of Lakshmi (Lakshmi-pa-
ti), thus you are pleased on Jivuba3 and have 
agreed to go to Gadhada. If this is so for you, 
then what other fate can there be for an ordinary 
soul like me! It is of no surprise that I am under 
the influence of my wife!” The entire assembly 
broke out into peals of laughter. Shri Hari, too, 
laughed at Sura Khachar’s repartee and said, 
“Dada, did you hear that! Sura Khachar has ut-
tered a telling comment. Now tell your sister, 
Jivuba, that I’ll not come to Gadhada. Instead, 
I’ll have to go to Loya.” u

(Contd. in next issue)

Translated from Gujarati text of
Bhagwan Swaminarayan

by Shri H.T. Dave

3. In the Swaminarayan Sampradaya Jivuba is believed 
to be the incarnation of Lakshmi.
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Bhagavad gita, adhyãy 2,
Brãhmi Sthiti yoga: a Steady mind

Part 8

means To aTTaining Yoga

Now we will examine the teachings regard-
ing the means to attaining that yoga.

Shri Krishna Bhagwan says to Arjuna, 
‘ŸæéçÌçßÂýçÌÂ‹Ùæ Ìð ØÎæ SÍæSØçÌ çÙpÜæÐ â×æÏæß¿Üæ Õéçh-
SÌÎæ Øô»×ßæŒSØçâH’ – ‘Shrutivipratipannã te yadã 
sthãsyati nishchalã, samãdhãvachalã buddhis-
tadã yogamavãpsyasi.’ – ‘You will attain yoga 
when your intellect, which has become unstable 
due to hearing a variety of words, becomes sta-
ble in samãdhi’ (Gitã 2.53).

This is a matter of stabilizing and clarifying 
one’s intellect. Be it worldly or spiritual matters, 
a balanced mind is necessary. Intellectual stabil-
ity means stability of one’s thoughts; stability in 
one’s decisions and convictions; stability in one’s 
desires and ambitions. This is sthitpragnatã – 
steady-mindedness. Steady-mindedness is a test 
of mental health. Having a little intelligence is 
alright, but to be mentally disturbed is torment-
ing, detrimental, terrifying and destructive. The 
true picture of a man is painted by his thoughts, 
decisions, convictions and ambitions. One who 
has wavering thoughts has an unstable life. If 
one’s decisions, convictions and ambitions are 
continually fluctuating, then one’s whole life be-
comes disoriented.

An unsteady mind lacks adherence to prin-
ciples. Such an unsteady-minded person usually 
does not trust others, is full of doubts and has a 
habit of changing his decisions without reason. 
He is continuously preoccupied by frenzied am-
bitions. He is over emotional. He is unpredict-
ably pleased or angered. He is subject to intense 
and hasty over-reactions. He is unable to think 
of the situation as a whole. He is gullible. It does 

Recap: In previous articles we took a look 

at Shri Krishna’s pledge to explain yoga 

with the words ‘Buddhiryoge tvimãm 

shrunu’ – ‘O Parth, I will now explain the 

knowledge of yoga. Listen carefully’ (Gitã 

2.39). This yoga is conviction in the form 

of Paramãtmã. This yoga of conviction in 

the form of Paramãtmã is dharma. Thus, 

this is a special meaning of the word 

‘dharma’. Moreover, the glory of this spe-

cial dharma is stated in ‘Svalpamapyasya 

dharmasya trãyate mahato bhayãt.’ – ‘O 

Arjuna, even the slightest practice of this 

dharma protects one from great fears’ 

(Gitã 2.40).

bHagaVaD gita: gujarati: Sadhu bhadreshdas (Shad Darshan acharya, PhD, D.Litt.); translation by: Sadhu Paramvivekdas
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not take him long to be misguided by anyone. 
He reads any old book and confuses his own 
thoughts. It does not take him long to turn back 
on his word. Many of these characteristics are 
seen in our own minds when we become subject 
to an unsteady mind.

Such mental restlessness is often the cause of 
negative emotions such as dislike, lack of enthu-
siasm and boredom. Mental disturbances such as 
worry, anxiety, rage, fear, delusions, addiction, 
vices and insomnia are also caused by such men-
tal instability.

Arjuna was now a victim of such instability. 
His thoughts became confused, and so did his 
life. The instablility of his decisions and convic-
tions had shaken him. Shri Krishna Bhagwan 
could see this clearly. It was essential that his 
thoughts be steadied, thus he explained the ne-
cessity of a clear mind in the shloka mentioned.

a mind sTable in samãdhi

With the words ‘samãdhãvachalã buddhis-
tadã yogamavãpsyasi’ Shri Krishna has stressed 
on keeping one’s mind firm in samãdhi. Samãd-
hi is the pinnacle of yogic endeavours. Samãdhi 
is when one’s indriyas (senses) and antahkaran 
become engulfed in Paramãtmã. Therefore, 
samãdhi is conviction in the form of Paramãt-
mã. Only one who has attained unwavering 
conviction in Paramãtmã has accomplished 
true samãdhi; only such a person is a true yogi. 
Thus, Shri Krishna Bhagwan explains that it 
is impossible to attain such samãdhi without 
mental stability.

Firm conviction (nischay) in the form of 
Paramãtmã represents stability in understand-
ing. In calm and clean water the full moon is 
reflected clearly and brightly, but, when a big 
rock is thrown into the same water, waves of 
turmoil are created. Thereafter, the moon and 
its brightness cannot be seen clearly. A similar 
thing occasionally happens to our understand-
ings, especially spiritual ones. The reason be-

hind this turmoil varies.
Paramãtmã is innocent, divine, compassion-

ate, the destroyer of our miseries, full of bliss 
and the giver of happiness; there is no sin, mãyã 
or selfishness, etc. in him – these are established 
spiritual understandings. We continually attain 
such understandings from our shastras and the 
Satpurush. Nevertheless, when we fall upon hard 
times, our understanding is put to its true test. 
Sometimes we may not make enough money, or 
may even lose what we have earned. We may 
occasionally be swamped by family problems, 
or come across social or business obstacles. We 
may even fall victim to illnesses or some other 
health problems. We may even be bombarded 
with insults. At such times, waves of doubts 
arise in our hearts. Our conviction in Paramãt-
mã begins to waver – why does Paramãtmã do 
such things? Why did he not find anyone else 
other than me? Why does he act in such ways? 
Many such doubts cause turmoil in our hearts, 
our thoughts become confused and our under-
standings are thrown into disorder. This is often 
referred to as having lost one’s mind. At such 
times, we do not know what to believe. This is 
what is called mental instability. Such mental in-
stability causes doubts in one’s conviction in the 
form of Paramãtmã. One’s peace of mind is lost. 
If this happens, one cannot master yoga and be-
come a yogi.

Other than this, one’s thoughts are also ob-
scured by desires for sensual pleasures, hence 
causing mental disturbance. As a result one be-
comes distanced from yogic endeavours, cannot 
focus one’s mind to meditate on Paramãtmã and 
does not like devotion. Furthermore, there is a 
feeling of no worth to one’s day to day activities.

Sometimes, on seeing the human attributes 
displayed by Paramãtmã, doubts develop in 
one’s understanding of his form. For example, 
on hearing the description of Shri Krishna play-
ing rãs with the gopis, King Parikshit became 
confused. A surge of doubts overtook him, and 

bHagaVaD gita: gujarati: Sadhu bhadreshdas (Shad Darshan acharya, PhD, D.Litt.); translation by: Sadhu Paramvivekdas
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he questioned, “Why did Bhagwan, the upholder 
of dharma, act in this way?” Thus, he began to 
doubt his convictions and his mind wavered. In 
this situation, how could yogsamãdhi be attained.

To forget Paramãtmã’s powers is also a kind 
of mental restlessness. Paramãtmã is the all-doer 
– this is an eternal principle of the shastras. Nev-
ertheless, man forgets that Paramãtmã is the all-
doer, and instead believes himself to be the doer. 
At such times, he has to face many mental chal-
lenges. Something similar happened here to Ar-
juna. When he roused himself to fight, he forgot 
the importance of the commands and wishes of 
Paramãtmã. He forgot the principle that Paramãt-
mã is the all-doer, and was blinded by the false ar-
rogance that he himself was the doer. As a result 
his ego destroyed him and he became ignorant of 
dharma and his duty. He became disoriented.

What an irony! Although he had the direct 
yoga – company – of manifest Bhagwan in his 
own chariot, Arjuna was still unable to become 
a yogi. This is the powerful effect of mental 
restlessness. That is why Shri Krishna insists on 
keeping a stable mind.

a gullible naTure

Shri Krishna has referred to Arjuna’s intel-
lect as ‘shrutivipratipannã’. Shruti means to lis-
ten. Vipratipannã means confused. An intellect 
that has become confused by listening to vari-
ety of words is called shrutivipratipannã. Such 
a person is usually referred to as gullible. An-
other reason for Arjuna’s mental restlessness 
seems to be that he had attentively listened to 
somebody he should not have listened to. As a 
result, the great courageous warrior Arjuna was 
weakened to the state described by the words, 
‘He felt weak… his bow was slipping from his 
hand’ (Seedanti mama gãtrãni... gãndeevam san-
srate hastãt ); and he became ‘confused in mat-
ters of dharma’ (dharmasammoodhachetãhã). 
Although the great avatar of Paramãtmã was 
beside him, he became ‘overcome by cowardice’ 

(kãrpanyadoshopahataha ). His enthusiasm from 
when he asked for his chariot to be positioned 
between the two armies was replaced by ‘I will 
not fight’. Although the listener, Arjuna, had 
made a mistake of listening gullibly, the words 
had still taken their effect.

The events prior to the Gita make one 
think deeply. Days before the battle of the 
Mahãbhãrat, the blind king Dhritarashtra 
thought of a plan. He called Sanjaya and told 
him to go to the Pandava camp. He, in detail, 
explained exactly what he was to say there, with 
exactly which words and in which manner. He 
knew that Yudhishthir was fond of dharma and 
that Arjuna was gullible, so he utilized all these 
factors in his plan. He was also well acquainted 
with Shri Krishna’s intelligence, yet he had 
left him out of the plan this time; the gullible 
Pandava’s were the target of his plot. It did 
not matter if Shri Krishna heard his words, but 
the Pandava’s should definitely not go without 
hearing them. Furthermore, the words were to 
be spoken to Yudhishthir, but Sanjaya was to 
take care that every single word be overheard 
by Arjuna too. This was a plot to shatter the 
Pandava’s enthusiasm for war, yet it was to seem 
like a genuine proposal for peace.

Dhritarashtra said, “O Sanjaya! Go to the 
Pandava camp and tell them that Dhritarashtra 
wishes for the good of them all. He constantly 
sings their praises and wishes for a peace treaty. 
O Sanjaya! You must continuously talk about 
peace and not get angered even the slightest.” 
He then explained exactly what he had to say. 
He praised the Pandavas extensively. In the end 
he gave Sanjaya an important guideline, “O San-
jaya! Take care that not a single word of yours 
angers the Pandavas in any way, or becomes the 
cause of war.”

Each word of Dhritarashtra seemed to reveal 
his soft corner for the Pandavas. Those words 
bore the capacity to win over the Pandava’s emo-
tions in the blink of an eye. Anybody who heard 
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these words would think that Dhritarashtra was 
utterly opposed to war, such was their spell.

Sanjaya went to the camp of the Pandavas and 
began with the words, Ò¥ÁæÌàæ˜æé¢ ¿ ßë·¤ôÎÚ¢U ¿ ÏÙ†ÁØ¢ 
×æ¼ýßÌèâéÌõ ¿Ð ¥æ×‹˜æØð ßæâéÎðß¢ ¿ àæõçÚ¢U ØéØéÏæÙ¢ ¿ðç·¤ÌæÙ¢ çßÚUæÅU×÷HÓ 
– ‘Ajãtashatrum cha Vrukodaram cha Dhanayjay-
am Mãdravateesutau cha, ãmantraye Vãsudevam 
cha shaurim Yuyudhãnam Chekitãnam Virãtam.’ 
– ‘O one who bears no enmity, Yudishthir, Bhim, 
Arjuna, Nakul, Sahadev, the son of Vasudev – 
Shri Krishna, Sãtyaki, Chekitãn and Virãt are 
all invited to hear my message’(Mahãbhãrat, 
Utsav Parva 25.2). Having invited everyone to 
listen, he immediately turned to the Pandavas 
and addressed them directly. ÒâßñüÏü×ñüÑ â×éÂðÌæSÌé ÂæÍæüÑ 
â¢SÍæÙðÙ ×æÎüßðÙæÁüßðÙÐ ÁæÌæÑ ·é¤Üð sïÙëàæ¢âæ ßÎæ‹Øæ OïUèçÙáðßæÑ 
·¤×ü‡ææ¢ çÙpØ™ææÑHÓ – ‘Sarvairdharmaihi samupetãstu 
Pãrthãhã sansthãnena mãrdavenãrjavena, jãtãhã 
kule hyanrushansã vadãnyã hreenishevãhã kar-
manãm nishchayagnãhã.’ – ‘O sons of Kunti, 
you are all full of qualities and dharma such as 
compassion, mercy and simplicity. You have been 
born in the noblest family. There is not even 
the slightest cruelty within you, you are gener-
ous, you are modest and know well the effects 
of your actions’ (Mahãbhãrat, Utsav Parva 25.2). 
‘Moreover, O Pandavas, you who have gathered 
a terrific army and you are full of goodness. Im-
proper actions would never befit you. Any faults 
in you would be as visible as a black smear on 
a white piece of cloth. O Pandavas! No sensible 
person would exert themselves to do such a cruel 
act as war, which results in complete destruc-
tion, grave sins and hell, regardless of defeat or 
victory. Moreover, O Pandavas! If you kill the 
Kauravas, you will have killed your fellow caste-
men. To have killed one’s relatives would not be 
looked upon as something good. If you live, you 
will do so in disgrace. Such a criticized life is as 
good as death. You are the sons of Kunti, you 
would never do such things that befit only the 
inferior. There is no spiritual or economic ben-
efit in such things. I have come to make a hum-

ble request. Think of a way in which the good 
of the entire family would come about.’ Finally, 
Sanjaya concluded his address to Shri Krishna 
and Arjuna. He said, ÒÙ sïðß×ðß¢ ß¿Ù¢ ßæâéÎðßô ÏÙ¢ÁØô ßæ 
ÁæÌé ç·¤ç†¿‹Ù ·é¤ØæüÌ÷Ó – ‘Na hyevamevam vachanam 
Vãsudevo Dhananjayo vã jãtu kinchinna kuryãt’ 
– ‘I have faith that at least Shri Krishna or Arjuna 
will not let my request go astray. Not only that, if 
his life was asked for, Arjuna would give that too, 
then what remains to be said about other things’ 
(Mahãbhãrat, Utsav Parva 25.6-15).

Sanjaya’s address concluded. Yuddhishthir 
gave the answer on behalf of them all. Shri Krish-
na also let everyone know of his opinion and sent 
a message for Dhritarashtra accordingly. Days 
passed. The decision for war had already been 
made. The true effect of these words were real-
ized when they affected Arjuna, who was ready to 
fight on the battlefield. If we read Arjuna’s words 
of the first adhyãy, we will see the results of 
Dhritarashtra’s plot. The words got to his head, 
his thoughts became confused, doubts seized his 
heart. His courage to fight suddenly melted, he 
forgot his duty and became obstinate in not want-
ing to fight. Mul Aksharmurti Gunatitanand Swa-
mi has said that a person becomes like the words 
he hears. Arjuna is a perfect example of this.

That is why Shri Krishna discloses this truth 
to Arjuna and says, ‘Shrutivipratipannã te yadã 
sthãsyati nishchalã’ – ‘Steady your mind, which 
has become restless due to hearing a variety of 
words; you will not be able to become a yogi 
without mental stability.’

confused bY The shasTras

Another meaning of the word shruti is the 
shastras like the Vedas. Therefore ‘shrutiviprati-
pannã buddhihi’ means mind that has become 
confused by the words of the shastras. This is 
rather surprising, that the shastras themselves 
cause confusion! Yes, this can happen, but it is 
not the fault of the shastras, but of the method. 
Shastras like the Vedas are oceans of true and 
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eternal principles, yet if the reader tries to read 
them by himself, tries to understand them with 
his own intelligence and does not take the guid-
ance of someone experienced to understand 
their true secrets, the shastras become weap-
ons. Definitive statements become the cause of 
doubt, and one becomes restless in confusion.

This is another reason for Arjuna’s confu-
sion. He faltered from the means to understand 
the secrets of the shastras. He began to guess his 
own meanings. He was now trying to explain 
the attributes of merit and sin to Shri Krish-
na. He did not even realize that he was being 
fooled and misled by his infatuation. His words, 
‘Utsãdyante jãtidharmãhã kuladharmãshcha 
shãshvatãhã’ (Gitã 1.43), and ‘Utsanna kulad-
harmãnãm manushyãnãm janãrdana, narak-
eniyatam vãso bhavateetyanushushruma’ (Gitã 
1.44) show that he has faltered in understanding 
the true meaning of the shastras. When this hap-
pens, one is said to have become entangled in 
the shastras. Somebody caught in this net misun-
derstands the shastras, and, moreover, does not 
understand what should be really understood. 
This is intellectual confusion. Arjuna too, was 
caught in this net. Shri Swaminarayan Bhag-
wan has said, ‘No one is able to understand the 
philosophical principles found in the shastras; 
in fact, all are confused by them’ (Vachanãmrut, 
Gadhadã I 7). Arjuna was confused.

Shri Krishna Bhagwan wanted to pull him out 
of his confusion; he wanted to free him from the 
entanglement of the shastras. He felt it necessary 
that Arjuna begin to understand the shastras using 
the right technique. That technique was to under-
stand the shastras through the eyes of an expe-
rienced shrotriya guru. For Arjuna, Shri Krishna 
himself was that guru. Arjuna had to attach him-
self to him and become a samãdhinishth yogi. For 
this reason, Shri Krishna brought his ‘shrutivip-
ratipannã’ fault to his attention. The message here 
is to have discretion in what and how one reads.

This history is truly worth learning from. We 
realize the close connection between words and 
our minds. We can clearly see to what extent 
words can affect the mind. We should properly 
assess what we read or hear.

That is why Parabrahman Purushottam Shri 
Swaminarayan Bhagwan warns us saying, ‘How-
ever, such discourses regarding the nature of God 
cannot be understood by oneself even from the 
shastras. Even though these facts may be in the 
shastras, it is only when the Satpurush manifests 
on this earth, and one hears them being narrated 
by him, that one understands them. They can-
not, however, be understood by one’s intellect 
alone, even from the shastras’ (Vachanãmrut, 
Gadhadã II 13).

Thus, the base for attaining yoga through a 
steady mind has been given in this shloka. u
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(Contd. from p. 6)

From 1907 onwards Shastriji Maharaj started 
building mandirs: first in Bochasan, then in Sa-
rangpur, Gondal, Atladra and finally in Gadha-
da. With tremendous foresight, he also acquired 
large swathes of land in Kheda district for the 
upkeep of the mandirs. He acquired 4,000 
vighas on the outskirts of Radhu, Nayka, Var-
sang and Kaloli with the assistance of devotees. 
The land was under the names of devotees, who 
farmed them for their own sustenance as well as 
to provide financial support to the mandirs. The 

principle of synergy in management was beauti-
fully illustrated in the life of Shastriji Maharaj.

Shastriji Maharaj’s unique personality is re-
flected through the variety of roles he fulfilled: 
as founder, nurturer, builder, expert administra-
tor, unique manager and other virtues.1� u

Gujarati Text: A.C. Brahmabhatt
Translation: Kaushik Joshi

1. This special issue commemorates Shastriji Maharaj’s 
147th birthday festival on 28th January 2012. The ar-
ticles on Shastriji Maharaj focus on his leadership and 
managerial skills which he harnessed to the hilt in en-
shrining the Akshar-Purushottam upasana in mandirs 
and in establishing the BAPS Swaminarayan Sanstha.
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What qualities should the founder 

of a giant institution have? Modern 

management experts draw up a list of 

many characteristics; some of which 

are presented in this special issue.

Every characteristic is a management 

principle. We find that Shastriji 

Maharaj, founder of the BAPS 

Swaminarayan Sanstha, practised and 

applied all these principles during his 

life. A brief account of some of these 

characteristics is given here, though 

a whole book on each one can be 

written. When we look at this treasure 

of qualities, we feel that it is a source 

of inspiration for not only a founder 

of a spiritual institution, but also 

for a CEO of a successful business 

or the head of an ideal family. If not 

all, imbibing even one or two such 

qualities in one’s daily life will prove 

to be useful.

The following articles were translated 

from ‘Swaminarayan Prakash’,

February 2009.

SHatriji maHaraj: translation by Kaushik joshi
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shastriji maharaj
a Great Leader
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1. Having a vision
Translations of incidents 1 to 25 by Kaushik Joshi

Gujarati Text: Sadhu Amrutswarupdas

Vision is a sight into the future. A vision 
is not a dream, but a reality which is yet 

to take form.
A vision is not a figment of imagination.
A vision is an ability to look into the future 

and see the result of one’s effort.
Shastriji Maharaj was an ideal visionary. Being 

a founder of an institution, he had also an ability 
to explain his vision to his co-workers. Manage-
ment experts call it visionary leadership. It is the 
ability to explain the vision to people with him.

Shastriji Maharaj left Vartal with a vision. 
Dolatram knew it well. Dolatram Kruparam 
Pandya of Nadiad was a litterateur, scholar of 
Sanskrit and also a member of the Vartal Temple 
Board Committee. He did not like it when Shas-
triji Maharaj, a scholar and great sadhu, had to 
leave Vartal. Ten years after Shastriji Maharaj left 

Vartal, Dolatrambhai met Shastriji Maharaj in 
Nadiad and told him about his confusion about 
the Akshar-Purushottam upasana. Shastriji Ma-
haraj took this opportunity to explain his vision. 
He elaborately explained about the Akshar-Puru-
shottam upasana with scriptural references and 
quotes from the Vachanamrut, emphasizing the 
principle of attaining the state of akshar-rup to 
offer highest devotion to Purushottam.

Dolatram could well understand the principle 
and congratulated Shastriji Maharaj. He said, 
“You have done what Shriji Maharaj would have 
had to re-incarnate to do. You have installed the 
murtis of Maharaj and Swami but in future your 
disciples will install your murti in gold.”

The handful of sadhus and devotees with 
Shastriji Maharaj were empowered by his vision 
and they dedicated their lives for the purpose 
of upasana. In fact, they never flinched in their 
efforts, despite mounting difficulties and oppo-
sitions.

Shastriji Maharaj did not only see the vision, 
but he also lived it.

He told a young devotee, Hakabhai Khachar, 
about the BAPS mandir in Sarangpur, “People 
from all over will be drawn here.” 

In a letter dated 17 September 1939 addressed 
to his disciple sadhu Shrijiswarupdas, he wrote, 
“You may not foresee the future but I can see 
clearly that our institution will grow more in rep-
utation and wealth than Vartal and Ahmedabad.”

2. Winning tHe ConfidenCe of otHers Sadhu Mangalvardhandas

Tolstoy has said, “Faith is the force of 
life.” But to have faith in a principle 

personally and to inspire that faith in others is 

altogether different. One can do that only if one 
has robust faith in a principle, sticks to the truth, 
and is unselfish and without hypocrisy.
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Shri Akshar Purushottam Maharaj
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3. UniqUe and qUiCk deCision PoWer Sadhu Vedantpriyadas

Taking decisions ordinarily and taking 
them in compelling circumstances is al-

together different. Shastriji Maharaj could take 
such decisions with composure and courage. 

It was the occasion of the murti-pratishtha of 
the BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir in Sarangpur 
in 1916 (Samvat 1972). After the pratishtha rituals 
the devotees sat down for their meal. A sweet item 
of shiro had been prepared. Some opponents came 
with an ulterior motive and tried to waste the shiro 
and create a shortage. The volunteer devotees were 
confused about what to do. They spoke to Shastriji 
Maharaj. He came there and began taking instant 
decisions. He called 300 devotees of Jhalavad to 
serve the shiro. To authorize them as volunteers he 
branded their backs with vermillion prints of his 
palm. Then it all worked well.

It was 1875(Samvat 1931). Shastriji Maharaj 
wanted to build a shikharbaddh (spired) mandir 

around the Akshar Deri, the cremation site of Gu-
natitanand Swami. But the king of Gondal state, 
Maharaja Bhagvatsinhji, stipulated challenging 
conditions in allotting the land for Rs. 25,000. 
His three conditions were: (1) To keep the Akshar 
Deri intact, (2) The mandir be built within three 
years and (3) To spend at least Rs. 10 lakhs.

Shastriji Maharaj had neither men, money, 
stones nor grains. Once, Yogiji Maharaj wrote 
in a letter to Shastriji Maharaj, “We have only 
Thakorji and eight annas [on account].”

Also, at the time, the mandirs of Bochasan 
and Sarangpur were still unfinished. In such 
circumstances the three conditions seemed im-
possible to satisfy. But Shastriji Maharaj had a 
rare decision-making power and confidence. He 
told the devotees, “Do not worry. We will spend 
twenty lakh rupees. Have courage.” 

Shastriji Maharaj’s decision was not a blind 

Shastriji Maharaj was one such personality. 
He even won the confidence of Gordhandas Ko-
thari who was a leading administrator of Vartal. 
It was very difficult for Shastriji Maharaj, who 
made a tailor and an unlettered Pragji Bhagat his 
guru, to win the trust of Gordhandas Kothari. 

Gordhandas Kothari knew Shastriji Maharaj’s 
abilities when he made him mahant of Sarangpur 
Hanuman Mandir. He sorted out the issue of a road 
passing between the mandir and bhandar with the 
approval of the Thakor of Limbdi. He also acquired 
about 85 houses adjacent to the mandir and raised 
the annual income of the Hanumanji mandir from 
Rs. 3,000 to 22,000. When other sadhus, with 
malice towards Yagnapurushdas, poisoned the 
ears of Gordhandas Kothari, he once told Kothari 
Khushal Bhagat, “There is no sadhu among the 
2,000 sadhus of Vartal like Yagnapurushdas who 
has totally renounced women and wealth. I like 

his speech, which is as sweet as sugar crystals.”
It was Shastriji Maharaj’s distinct ability to 

inspire confidence and trust in his projects. He 
even won the confidence of Vartal’s chief ko-
tharis, who had spotless character in matters of 
women and wealth. He won the confidence of 
Kothari Jetha Bhagat who worked as Kothari of 
Mumbai, Gadhada, Vadodara and Junagadh and 
Kothari Prabhudas who built a ghat around Go-
mati Lake in Vartal. He also won the confidence 
of Kothari Bechar Bhagat, Jeebhai, Shankar Bha-
gat, Chhagan Bhagat, Dhori Bhagat and Lallu 
Bhagat. All of them joined Shastriji Maharaj 
within six months of his leaving Vartal. They left 
power, position and wealth to join Shastriji Ma-
haraj in his mission of establishing the Akshar-
Purushottam upasana. It was indeed a monu-
mental struggle; a great enterprise in creating an 
organization from no means.
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4. an exPert in Many roles
 

Sadhu Jaytirthdas

The founder of a mega organization has at 
times several roles to play. But to do it all 

alone is demanding. And to have an inborn ca-
pacity to do it is quite distinct. Shastriji Maharaj 
had that gift. Not only that but he excelled in it.

In addition to being a principled founder of 
the BAPS, he was learned also.

His teacher, Rangacharya, often said, “There 
is none like him in the Sampradaya” – “Asmin 
Sampradãye ekameva.” Shastriji Maharaj him-
self once said, “I completed my study in stages 
in about three years, which would take others 50 
years to do.” Such was his sharp intelligence.

He was not a scholar of bookish knowledge 
alone. He defeated the renowned Mahidhar 
Shastri in a debate in Gadhada. Later he ex-
plained the philosophy of Bhagwan Swamina-
rayan to the renowned Advait scholar Jivanram 
Shastri of Rajkot and convinced him about its 

veracity.
When Shastriji Maharaj discoursed on the 

Shrimad Bhagavat to the Bhagavat scholar Vish-
wanath Shastri, the latter complemented, “Even 
Shridhar Swami could not explain the Bhagavat 
like Shastriji Maharaj.” 

Besides being a scholar and a staunch sadhu, 
he was also a culinary expert. He specialized 
in cooking sweet foods and vegetables, besides 
making puranpori and Surati dudhpak (sweet 
milk with rice, etc.).

He had a natural capacity to do any work 
with excellence. He also possessed an expertise 
in architecture. Even eminent architects and 
engineers were impressed by his knowledge of 
construction and planning. He often made sug-
gestions on various aspects of mandir architec-
ture during the building of mandirs.

Once, he visited the workshop of sculptor 
Girdhari in Jaipur and saw that the feet of the 
murti of Balkrishna were not in proper propor-
tion. He drew this to the attention of the sculp-
tor, who accepted his error, and corrected the 
work. The murti of Shri Harikrishna Maharaj 
in Sarangpur is an example of his knowledge of 
sculpture.

Agriculture and running a farm for cows 
(gaushala) were also among the many activities 
of BAPS. He also had an uncanny sense of select-
ing a bullock for farming.

He would offer suggestions about what kind 
of land would be required for paddy, tuver and 
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Shastri Yagnapurushdas defeats
Mahidhar Shastri in a scriptural debate in Gadhada

one. It was with vision, planning and acumen. 
Maharaja Bhagvatsinhji was also astonished be-
cause Shastriji Maharaj completed the mandir 
before three years and installed the murtis of 
Akshar-Purushottam Maharaj.

Shastriji Maharaj was a sadhu of robust reso-

lution. He once said, “I have not taken any deci-
sion in life for which I had to repent.”

The profound power of taking quick and bold 
decisions is evident through the guru parampara 
– Shastriji Maharaj, Yogiji Maharaj and Pramukh 
Swami Maharaj.
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5. earnestness to offer saCrifiCes
 

Sadhu Nirmalcharitdas

Shastriji Maharaj did not just ask the devo-
tees to dedicate themselves for the cause 

of BAPS, but first he set an example by dedicat-
ing himself. It determinedly offered service with 
body, mind and heart. He lived each moment 
for the cause of the Akshar-Purushottam prin-
ciple and upasana. He suffered a heart attack at 
the age of 85, yet he continued to work for this 
cause.

Once, Gulzarilal Nanda, who twice served 
as the acting Prime Minister of India, came for 
Swamishri’s darshan. Though he was unwell at 
the time, he spoke to Nandaji about Shriji Maha-
raj and Gunatitanand Swami from 11 p.m. to 1 
a.m. Babubhai Kothari did not like it. So he said 
to Swamishri, “Swami, the doctor has advised you 
not to speak. Why did you speak for two hours?”

Shastriji Maharaj said to Babubhai, “It doesn’t 
matter if I die while speaking about the Akshar-
Purushottam principle. It would be worthwhile.”

Shastriji Maharaj was an embodiment of en-

thusiasm. Even in difficult times and circumstanc-
es, he worked tirelessly, regardless of his health.

About 60 years ago, Shastriji Maharaj trav-
elled in third class by train and reached Muli 
station. It so happened that the host, Rupsangji 
Darbar, had not come to receive him. It was a 
dark night and raining heavily. Besides, Swami 
was suffering from rheumatism and could not 
walk. Yet he did not lose courage and patience. 
He crossed the Bhogava River on foot and 
reached the other bank after two hours. It was 
11.30 at night when they reached the Darbar’s 
house. While all others were perturbed, Shastriji 
Maharaj’s face beamed with joy.

He faced all odds for the growth of the in-
stitution. The cause of spreading the Akshar-
Purushottam upasana was engraved in his heart.

He once told Harshadbhai Dave, “It would 
be worthwhile if I die while doing seva of Ak-
shar-Purushottam.” Shastriji Maharaj’s sacrifice 
for the development of BAPS is an ideal for all. 

6. ability to reMain stress-free

 and keeP otHers stress-free
 

Sadhu Sevanishthdas

Can a person remain composed and stress-
free despite facing attempts to pierce 

large needles into his body, burn his eyes with 

chilli smoke, and poison his food and kill him by 
other means? 

Can a person remain stress-free with only 
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wheat crops. He grew paddy even in the hard, 
stony land of Sarangpur. He also grew crops suc-
cessfully on the lands of Shrijipura, Swamipura 
and Purushottampura.

Shastriji Maharaj played the roles of a sculp-
tor, manager, an expert in economic affairs, an 
architect, treasurer and an agriculturist. Com-
plementing him, Kothari Gordhandas of Vartal 

once said, “Swami! You are an expert in shastras, 
renunciation (tyag-vairagya), bhakti, adminis-
tration and also in choosing a bullock. Is there 
any thing that you do not know?”

In the words of Muktanand Swami, it can be 
said that Shastriji Maharaj was “Sab guna pura-
na...” – “Full of all [divine] qualities,” and had 
the knowledge of many arts. 
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three annas in the account while the construction 
of mandirs of lakhs of rupees is in progress?

Can a person remain stress-free in the face of 
mounting opposition while engaged in making 
vigorous efforts as the founder of an institution? 

Yes, he can! History is witness to it. Shastriji 
Maharaj was one such personality.

Finding him promoting the Akshar-Purush-
ottam upasana in Vartal despite the opposition, 
Vartal’s Kothari Gordhandas told him privately, 
“The sadhus here are up in arms against you, 
with crowbars and spades to root out your base. 
So I feel restless and anxious.” 

Feeling the kothari’s affection for him, Shastri-
ji Maharaj told him, “If we feel we are the doer of 
any activity then we will feel the weight of it. But 
if we believe Shriji Maharaj as the doer of every-
thing, he will see to it that we remain unharmed.”

It is necessary for any leader to remain stress-
free in difficult times. But is that possible? When 
the odds are heavily against you, worldly under-
standing and abilities cannot help you to remain 
stress-free. In such times, only spiritual under-
standing helps. Shastriji Maharaj had that wealth 
of spirituality. That is the secret of his stress-free 
life. The letter he wrote to Nirgundas Swami at 
the age of 73 reflects his calmness and underly-
ing spiritual understanding. He wrote, “We our-
selves cannot do anything. Things will be done if 
Shriji-Swami shower their blessings and make it 
convenient. I do all that my intellect guides me 
to do and when I am faced with problems I leave 
it to Maharaj and Swami. Then the work is ac-
complished. So, the works of Shrijipura and Ju-
nagadh have been left to Shriji-Swami. It will be 

done as they wish. The mandir is Shriji-Swami’s 
property, so they will take care of it. So there is 
no need to feel terribly pained. The projects of 
mandirs in Gondal and Sarangpur were also left 
to them. In Bochasan, it was the devotees’ readi-
ness that worked. Yet the problems were sorted 
out by Shriji-Swami. I take courage from this un-
derstanding. So, offer worship happily.”

Shastriji Maharaj internalized the understand-
ing that Bhagwan is the all-doer. So he always felt 
as light as a feather, even in the face of scores of 
problems. He often explained, “If one carries a 
pot of water perched on one’s head, one feels its 
weight. But if one dives into the sea tonnes of 
water flows over one’s head, but one doesn’t feel 
the weight. So, if we are egoistic in our activities, 
we will feel the stress, but if we believe God to be 
the all-doer, we will be stress-free.”

Life is full of struggles but when one happens 
to meet a great man, one feels peaceful. The pres-
ence of such a great man, who remains composed 
and cool amidst scores of troubles, also helps oth-
ers around him to remain stress-free. All those 
who were associated with Swamishri in establish-
ing the BAPS Sanstha experienced this, which is 
why they could wholeheartedly work for it.

Renowned advocate, Hariprasad Choksi, ex-
presses his opinion in a letter, “During my asso-
ciation with Shastriji Maharaj, I drew great plea-
sure from his discourses and felt an intense inner 
calm.” Shastriji Maharaj helped many become 
free of inner turmoil and be peaceful. He took 
care of both moksha and household affairs of the 
devotees of the Sanstha, thus combining spiritual-
ity with daily life. 

7. exPert in CHoosing land for tHe sanstHa
 

Sadhu Divyamangaldas

The cause of Akshar and Purushottam was 
dearest to Shastriji Maharaj. He often 

said, “I am a bullock of Akshar and Purushottam.” 

Just as a bullock works as directed by its owner, 
Shastriji Maharaj worked and lived according to 
the words of Purushottam or Shriji Maharaj.
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8. develoPMent along WitH 
 iMPleMentation of PrinCiPles Sadhu Mangalcharitdas

When a person embraces a principle his 
development becomes bordered by a 

boundary. But it is hard for an ordinary person 
to develop an institution without compromising 
his principles. To remain staunch in his princi-
ples, a person has to strike a balance in his in-
ternal, external, personal and social personality. 

Albert Einstein says, “Man is at one and the 
same time a solitary being and a social being.” 
This means a man has two personalities: 1. per-
sonal and 2. social. In his personal role, he tends 
to stick to his principles and likings. In his social 
role he is inspired to build relations with other 
people and spread his mission. Man’s greatness 
lies in striking a balance between the two. This 
was evident in the life of Shastriji Maharaj. On 

Shastriji Maharaj did not choose cities like 
Mumbai and Ahmedabad for building mandirs 
to begin with! He chose rural places like Bo-
chasan and Sarangpur instead.

Hariprasad Choksi, who was a Government ad-
vocate of Mumbai High Court and spokesman for 
Vartal mandir, once asked Shastriji Maharaj why he 
had chosen Bochasan for building a mandir.

Shastriji Maharaj replied, “Shriji Maharaj 
promised Kashidas that he would build a man-
dir. So, I chose it to fulfil his wish.” 

Then Hariprasad asked why he had chosen 
Sarangpur also. Shastriji Maharaj replied, “Shriji 
Maharaj desired to build a mandir in Sarangpur 
and to fulfil his desire I chose Sarangpur.”

About Gondal mandir Swamishri said, “Sad-
guru Swami Balmukunddasji insisted on con-
structing a mandir above Akshar Deri. Just as 
there are Dada Khachar’s darbar and Gopinath’s 
murti, this is the place of Gunatitanandji, so I 
chose Gondal also.”

There were many obstacles in building the 
last mandir in Gadhpur. A mandir of marble 
stones was accomplished. Hariprasad Choksi 
said that he was one of those who argued that 
another mandir cannot be built there because 
there was already a Swaminarayan Mandir (of 
the old school) there. In reply Shastriji Maharaj 
wrote, “I will talk to you when you meet me 
in person. Shriji Maharaj desired to build a su-
preme mandir on the hillock there.”

And Shastriji Maharaj fulfilled that wish.
Despite all odds Shastriji Maharaj built the 

mandir on the land sanctified by Shriji Maharaj.
These mandirs are symbolic of his robust 

faith in the principle of Akshar-Purushottam, 
which in turn inspired faith in every disciple of 
the Sampradaya.

His vision to choose land for building man-
dirs was unique. He also inspired constant en-
thusiasm in the devotees.
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First BAPS Mandir in Bochasan in 1907
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9. exPertise in Harnessing tHe

 sUPPort and abilities of His disCiPles Sadhu Bhaktiyogidas

Shloka 66 of the Shikshapatri reflects the 
principle of discretion required by found-

ers of successful and large organizations. It says, 

“A person should be engaged for any work only 
after thoughtfully considering his abilities.”

Shastriji Maharaj successfully put this shloka 
to work. He engaged the smallest person as well 
as the eminent.

There was Sakar Bhagat of Limbasi village. 
He was quite thin and was suffering from asth-
ma and cough. It was proposed to engage him 
in some activity of the Sanstha. But no one was 
ready to accept him. Everyone argued that he 
would be a burden because of his poor health. 

But Shastriji Maharaj saw him differently. He 
said, “He would prove to be an asset to the Sanst-
ha and he would be cured of asthma. I would like 
him to be kothari of the Akshar Mandir [Gondal].” 

And indeed it happened so. Sakar Bhagat 

the one hand he had robust faith in the principle 
of Akshar-Purushottam and on the other he had 
the goal of developing the institution which re-
quired co-operation from people. 

When Shastriji Maharaj was building the Sa-
rangpur mandir, the Thakor Saheb of Limbdi 
came to see Shastriji Maharaj and advised him 
not to install the murtis of Akshar-Purushottam 
in the sanctum sanctorum.

This sudden proposal raised two possibilities 
for Shastriji Maharaj. One was to say no to Thakor 
Saheb and invite his non-cooperation in the devel-
opment of the Sanstha. The other was to agree to 
the proposal of Thakor Saheb so that there would 
be no obstacles in the building of the mandir.

Shastriji Maharaj cleverly found a solution 
against the proposal of Thakor Saheb. He told 
Thakor Saheb, “In the sanctum sanctorum, 
there will be only Akshar-Purushottam Maharaj. 
Since, I have become a sadhu for Shri Akshar-
Purushottam Maharaj only.”

Thakor Saheb accepted the explanation. Thus, 
Shastriji Maharaj did not displease Thakor Saheb 
and at the same time he asserted his principle.

While digging the ground for the foundation 
of Bochasan mandir, some pots of money and 
valulables were found. Shastriji Maharaj was in-
formed by the devotees, but he was not tempted 
to use them in spite of facing a financial crunch. 
He instructed them to leave the pots buried in 
the ground.

Shastriji Maharaj inspired his sadhus to be-
come scholars in Sanskrit and philosophy for 
the development of the Sanstha and also saw 
to it that there was no laxity in observing the 
moral and spiritual disciplines. Shastriji Maharaj 
achieved this balance brilliantly. 

It was clear in the mind of Shastriji Maharaj 
not to compromise the basic principles of the 
Sanstha while seeking support of the people for 
development. This adherence to principles is 
central to the Sanstha even today.
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10. Caring for devotees Sadhu Kirtanpriyadas

The prefix ‘abhi’ in Sanskrit means ‘fac-
ing’ or ‘towards’. Abhimukh means to 

turn one’s face towards someone or something. 
In other words it means to take care of others. 
A successful leader takes care of his men and 
thinks of their interests.

Shastriji Maharaj was one such leader. He re-
mained protective and worried about the well-
being of his devotees. 
Always Protective
 Motibhai of Anand was a staunch devotee of 
Shastriji Maharaj. His house caught fire in 1919. 
The fire was extinguished with great effort and 
the devotees thought that the house was gutted. 
But to their surprise only the roof was destroyed 
and everything inside was intact. 

Motibhai went to Shastriji Maharaj to inform 
him, but he saw that Swamishri’s hands were 
scorched upto his elbow. He was surprised to 
realize that Shastriji Maharaj had put out the fire 
in his divine form. 

Constant Worrying
An ideal leader constantly worries about his 

companions. He engages himself in sorting out 
their problems.

In 1920-1, Swamishri visited Sayajipara near 
Vadodara. Ashabhai and Ishwarbhai were not at 
home. There was a heap of fodder and guwar 
(vegetable) in the courtyard. To save it from be-
ing stolen or damaged, he laboured for hours to 
place it properly in the barn. Only thereafter did 
he leave to continue his vicharan.
Constant Care

In the Gita, Shri Krishna speaks to Arjun, 
“One who worships me with whatever feelings, 
I also worship him with the same feeling.”

Bhagwan and his Sadhu fulfil the desires of 
their devotees and take care of them. Stephen 
Covey, author of Seven Habits of Highly Effective 
People, likens this to an Emotional Bank Account.

A person leans towards you in the same pro-
portion as you fulfil their wishes. Shastriji Maha-
raj travelled extensively to please devotees like 

joined Govind Swami in his duties in the kothar 
and managed the usage of ghee, gur and sugar. 
Then he administered the whole kothar of the 
mandir and served the devotees. He success-
fully managed the economic side also. Thus, he 
worked as kothari for 12 years and served the 
Sanstha.

Thus, Shastriji Maharaj could get things done 
by both the literate and illiterate.

The learned and intelligent Shrijiswarup 
Swami was also a good orator. But he looked af-
ter the lands of Chitrasar, Shrijipura and Purush-
ottampura and also took care of farming. Once, 
Shastriji Maharaj relieved him of that work and 
engaged him in spreading satsang.

Shastriji Maharaj had the ability to choose 
the right man for the right job.

Nirgundas Swami was well educated and 
intelligent. Shastriji Maharaj entrusted him to 
solve the problems of devotees and the Sanstha’s 
administrative matters with the government. 

Shastriji Maharaj had that rare ability to 
know the personality of individuals.

When he saw the young Shanti Bhagat of 
Chansad, he identified his mettle at first sight. 
He entrusted him the administration of the 
Sanstha and also appointed him as the President. 
Today we can see that Pramukh Swami Maharaj 
has placed the Sanstha on an international level.

Shastriji Maharaj was thus an able and unique 
human resources manager. He developed the 
BAPS Swaminarayan Sanstha successfully and 
easily.
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11. lofty ideals and HigH standards Sadhu Brahmamanandas

BAPS Swaminarayan Sanstha is wedded 
to Vedic and Upanishadic principles, 

and the spiritual and moral codes prescribed by 
Bhagwan Swaminarayan.

Shastriji Maharaj exemplified these ideals in 
his life and thus set an ideal benchmark for his 
sadhus and devotees. As part of their moral code 
the sadhus of BAPS strictly observe renunciation 
of money and women.

Once, in 1922, Shastriji Maharaj was in 
Anand. From here he decided to go to Sarangpur 
by train. On reaching the railway station with his 
potlas (baggages) he looked for some devotee who 
would buy a ticket for him and another sadhu. 
But he could not find anyone. So he went back to 
Anand, with the hope of finding a devotee. But 
there was no one. The devotees of Anand had 
gone away to attend a marriage ceremony. Mo-
tibhai of Anand was also away, in Radhu. Thus 
Shastriji Maharaj went from pillar to post four 
times. Finally, he came across Gordhanbhai, son 
of Keshavlal, who bought them tickets for Botad. 

The incident was amazing. One who was 

building mandirs of lakhs of rupees did not 
have money with him to even buy a ticket. Such 
was his conviction in observing the code of con-
duct for sadhus.

Another ideal of a Swaminarayan sadhu is 
observance of eight-fold celibacy.

Even at the age of 86, Shastriji Maharaj ob-
served such celibacy. His eyes and forehead re-
flected the radiance of his robust observance. 
Shastriji Maharaj followed this discipline whether 
it was in old age, ill-health or a public assembly.

A Sanskrit couplet says, “The whole world is 
tied to women and wealth. One who renounces 
these two is Parmeshwar with two hands.”

Shastriji Maharaj observed many such ide-
als. He established high moral standards even 
among his devotees.

His sadhus’ exemplary lives of moral purity 
set a standard typical of the Swaminarayan 
Sampradaya in society. 

The observance of such high moral standards 
by sadhus have been the backbone of the ideals 
which inspire the devotees even today.

Karsandas of Rajkot, Ramchandrabhai of Nadi-
ad, Ashabhai of Sadhi, Kuberbhai of Bhavnagar 
and others.

Shastriji Maharaj worked hard in build-
ing mandirs as well as in meeting and pleasing 
his devotees. The devotees wished for Swami’s 
presence in times of trouble as well as on aus-
picious or inaugural occasions. And to please 
them, Shastriji Maharaj travelled by bullock cart 
from Khandesh in Maharashtra to Saurashtra. 
At times he travelled by train in third class. 

In his old age he had rheumatism in both legs 
and sometimes he couldn’t walk. He was often 
lifted by attendants and placed in a bullock cart. 
Once, in reply to letters from the devotees of 
Khandesh urging him to visit their region, he ex-

pressed, “I will come if I get some relief and can 
walk. Be pleased if I cannot come.”

Jhaverbhai, a leading astrologer of Sojitra, 
was to die two days before Shastriji Maharaj 
came. Shastriji Maharaj said, “You had told 
me to promise you to come at the time of your 
death. So to honour that promise, I have come 
delaying your death.” After having darshan of 
Shastriji Maharaj, Jhaverbhai passed away.

In Vachanamrut, Kariyani 6, Shriji Maharaj 
says, “I have donated my body for the devotees.” 
And Shastriji Maharaj’s vicharan reflects this state-
ment of Maharaj.

By his leaning towards the devotees, he inspired 
the devotees to have strong faith in the principles 
of the Sanstha and to work for it, come what may.
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12. transParent Personality Sadhu Vivekshildas

The founder of an institution can inspire 
the best ideals and moral disciplines only 

when his life is pure and transparent.
Some men succeed by what they know, some 

by what they do and a few by what they are.
You may find many leaders who succeed us-

ing knowledge and efficiency, but there are very 
few leaders whose life is like an open book in 
terms of mind, deed and speech.

Shastriji Maharaj was one such leader.
Shastriji Maharaj’s personality was the same 

both internally and externally. His spiritual life and 
his administration were absolutely transparent.

There was not an iota of hypocrisy in his 
speech and mind. His frank, truthful and forth-
right nature reflected his transparent personality. 
The administration and principles of the BAPS 
were also transparent.

His letter to the East Africa Satsang Mandal 
in 1927 reflected such purity and transparency. 
He wrote, “I do not know to serve my purpose 
by telling lies to others. And in untruth lies im-
mense sin. I would never insist upon you to 
believe what is not true. Therefore if you have 
faith in me and think that I am truthful, believe 
confidently that ‘Swami is anadi Akshar’.”

Shastriji Maharaj wrote a letter to Nirgundas 
Swami praising his method of work and express-
ing his liking for it. The humble letter reflected 
Shastriji Maharaj’s transparency. He writes, “You 
get bored when someone does not come to lis-
ten to spiritual discourses, is infatuated with the 
world, and shows interest and satisfaction in 
mundane things, yet you give him a new life and 
make him [spiritually] strong. Whereas I am dis-
inclined to people who show off and are obsessed 
with worldly riches. I would not like to speak to 
them or meet them because they are proud of 
their money and power while we are proud of our 

devotion and strong faith. I cannot accept that. I 
congratulate you that you have compassion for all 
people. Therefore, I was not inclined to come to 
Mumbai this time. I was not well and I did not feel 
like coming also. I cannot work with the vigour 
you have: going to the the bungalow of Nanda 
Saheb and to the hall in Matunga to please all.”

Such was the transparent frankness of Shas-
triji Maharaj.

In another candid letter, Shastriji Maharaj 
wrote to Nirgundas Swami, “I feel sorry that I 
cannot come to see you often when you are with 
me. But when you are not with me, I think of you 
always. I hope you will pardon me of my ten-
dency.”

One who reveals his transparency does not 
try to impress others in any manner. 

Once, Shastriji Maharaj was to go to see 
Thakor Saheb, the King of Limbdi. At that time, 
Shastriji Maharaj’s dhoti was a little torn. Nir-
gundas Swami asked him to wear a new dhoti, 
but Shastriji Maharaj countered, “Will Thakor 
Saheb care to see my dhoti or my face?”

When you get close to such transparent peo-
ple, you are fascinated and can 
see their inner richness.

Nirgundas Swami who lived 
with Shastriji Maharaj for 22 
years wrote to Kuberbhai about 
Shastriji Maharaj, “Living 
with him, one could feel 
his saintliness. As he re-
vealed his divinity, we 
felt eclipsed and looked 
like a faint star against 
the sun. That way I be-
came a slave to him.”
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14. Making tHe best

 Use of available resoUrCes Sadhu Atmachintandas

Human resources and material resources 
are the two important factors for the 

successful management and development of any 
institution. A layman would complain of lack of 
these resources and that is his weakness. Man 
would never be satisfied even if he has many fa-
cilities. A great leader, however, would use what-
ever facilities and means that are available to 
achieve his goal. That is his distinct characteristic.

In the time of Shastriji Maharaj the organiza-
tion didn’t have money, materials, manpower or 
food grains. There was a dearth of everything. 
Still he made those circumstances his means and 

employed them in building the Sanstha.
Here, an attempt is made to consider the ma-

terial resources instead of human resources in 
the life of Shastriji Maharaj.

After offering annakut in Atladra Mandir 
Shastriji Maharaj visited Mathurbhai’s house. On 
returning to the mandir through the Choravala 
gate there were houses whose roofs were covered 
with new, indigenous tiles. Swami saw pieces of 
the new tiles scattered on the ground. Instantly he 
sat down to pick up the pieces. The devotees said 
the pieces would not be useful to cover a roof 
anymore. Swamishri said, “I know that.” Then he 

13. a siMPle life WitHoUt exPeCtations

 of faCilities Sadhu Varnirajdas

It was 1939. Shastriji Maharaj was 75 years 
old when one day he came to the residence 

of Babubhai Kothari after sanctifying the homes 
of devotees in Ahmedabad. Shastriji Maharaj al-
ways resided here when he came to Ahmedabad. 
Nirgundas Swami told Babubhai, “This place has 
a low ceiling and our pagh (head-gear) touch-
es the ceiling. So, Swami has to bend to enter. 
Therefore arrange our stay at the home of Bhais-
hankar solicitor in Haveli Pol.” Shastriji Maharaj 
at once told Nirgundas Swami, “Shriji Maharaj 
used to live in a smaller house than this. This 
is Akshardham.” Ignoring the lack of facilities, 
Shastriji Maharaj’s perception of believing it as 
the dham of Bhagwan surprised the devotees.

Chandubhai Patel, education officer of 
Gondal state, spoke about the simplicity of Shas-
triji Maharaj on the occasion of his 81st birthday 
celebration in Bochasan. He said, “I say it on 

oath that he has slept in a place infested with 
snakes, scorpions or poisonous insects without 
caring for his body. I have seen him supervising 
the quarrying of stones from the mine of Paneli 
and moving around in scorching heat without 
caring for meals for the mandir projects.”

Hakabhai Khachar, who was a witness to 
the simplicity of Shastriji Maharaj says, “Once, 
Shastriji Maharaj, his companion sadhu and I 
left for Ganod. In those days we had to travel 
by train. We had to go to Lathidad to catch the 
train. We reached Lathidad and the train was yet 
to arrive. At that time I saw Shastriji Maharaj 
sleep on the bare ground at the station. In spite 
of ants biting him he took the earth as a bed, his 
arms as pillows and the sky as cover.” 

There was no place for facilities in his life. In-
conveniences and obstacles could not deter him 
for the development of the Sanstha.
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15. a distinCt tHoUgHt ProCess Sadhu Shrijikirtandas

Man’s advancement is limited by time, 
place and circumstances. Therefore, 

he cannot think further. The ideas of one who 
can think and rise despite such limitations in-

spire people at large for ages.
It was Shriji Maharaj’s wish to build an im-

posing mandir on the hill by the bank of River 
Ghela in Gadhada. And it was Shastriji Maha-

continued picking the pieces. The devotees also 
joined him. They loaded all the pieces onto two 
carts and then unloaded them in a corner of the 
mandir grounds. Shastriji Maharaj revealed, “We 
have yet to build the living quarters for the sad-
hus, and these pieces can be used in the founda-
tion.” Then he added, “Even great incarnations  
do not have the fortune of such seva for Maharaj-
Swami, which we have got on New Year’s Day.” 
Thus, along with the right use of things, he point-
ed out the importance of seva also. 

The Smruti Mandir land in Sarangpur was 
once rugged and full of pits. Shastriji Maharaj 
would sit there and get the pits filled. A devotee 
advised Swami, “Don’t waste your energy and 
money for improving the land. Instead, it would 
be better to buy agricultural land on the village 
outskirts.” Swamishri explained, “We are doing 
this to make a farm and grow grass for the cattle 
to eat. Then the cow’s milk can be offered to 
Thakorji. You will not understand that.”

Thus Shastriji Maharaj taught the devotees and 
sadhus to make the right use of things belonging 
to the Sanstha. This quality of Shastriji Maharaj is 
reflected in his life in the following cases: 
•	While cutting vegetables he would see that 

the ends of ladyfingers (bhinda) were cut 
properly.

•	He would have the veins of turiya kept sepa-
rate to add in the curry.

•	He would peal or cut green vegetables in such 
a way that only a minimum part of them were 
lost.

•	He would not let anything go to waste while 

cutting spinach for cooking.
•	Swami would ask to keep the threads and pa-

pers used in wrapping garlands for reuse.
•	After visiting the lavatory he made economic 

use of mud for washing his hands.
•	If there was more salt than needed to clean his 

teeth, he would save it for the next day.
•	He would see that water used for brushing 

teeth or for bathing was not wasted and used 
for watering plants.

•	He would see that not a drop of oil is wasted 
while overhauling the bullock cart.

•	He would insist upon layering the bottom of 
the cooking pot with ash.
There are many such occasions in which Swa-

mi was frugal or made appropriate use of things. 
Whether it was agriculture or cooking, construc-
tion or travel, correspondence or satsang assem-
blies, Swamishri gave useful tips. 

In modern times, leading companies and 
economy experts have advised economic use of 
one’s resources during recessions. In that con-
text, the methods of Shastriji Maharaj can be 
useful to the world at large today.

Soma Bhagat was channelling water towards 
the farm, but because of the slope, the clay 
boundaries got washed away. So, Shastriji Ma-
haraj asked Soma Bhagat, “I will sleep across the 
breach and you throw clay on my body.” In this 
way he made the water reach the crop. Shastriji 
Maharaj used to say, “We should use the body as 
a farmer uses a bullock.” 

Thus, Shastriji Maharaj set an example of the 
appropriate use of even the smallest things.
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16. earnestness to learn and teaCH aboUt

 aksHar-PUrUsHottaM UPasana Sadhu Achalmunidas

“Swami! You have lived long with Shriji 
Maharaj. Tell me, was it talked about 

at the time that ‘Gunatitanand Swami is Ak-
shar’?”

In Surat, Bhagatji Maharaj asked Vignanan-
and Swami, who had lived with Shriji Maharaj 
for 12 years. Hearing this, Vignananand Swami 
became alert. He looked around to ensure that 
nobody was listening. Then he said, “Yes, it was 
talked about in the time of Shriji Maharaj, and I 
have heard it from Shriji Maharaj himself.”

Young Yagnapurushdas, who had hid himself 
under the bed of Vignananand Swami, heard 
every word and became quite satisfied. When 
he came out from under the bed, Vignananand 
Swami was quite astonished to see him. 

Yagnapurushdas asked him, “Swami, why didn’t 
you tell me this uptil now?” Vignananand Swami’s 
answer was quite laconic. He said, “The fear of 
trouble.”

Yagnapurushdas sincerely wished to fully 
know the forms of Akshar and Purushottam, the 
philosophy that an aspirant can worship Purush-
ottam only when he becomes brahmanised, and 
that one can become brahmanised only with the 
help of the Pragat Brahmaswarup guru, who is 
the gateway to moksha. He spent many hours 
at night with Bhagatji Maharaj to learn this 
and then would wake up his companion sadhu, 
Ramratandas, at midnight and talk to him about 
what he had learnt from Bhagatji Maharaj. His 
eagerness to learn this divine knowledge and ex-
plain it to others was unique. Once, while dis-
coursing about Akshar-Purushottam in Atladra 
he forgot about having lunch until three o’clock 
in the afternoon. 

Also, he didn’t care for accolades or insults, 
cold or heat or hunger or thirst in spreading this 
knowledge. Troubles started when he earnestly 
started spreading the knowledge of Akshar-

raj’s resolution to translate that wish into reality. 
But the sadhus and devotees with him thought 
this was impossible. 

They were right in a way because there were 
many factors which seemed to make it not possi-
ble: the shikhars and domes were still to be built 
for the unfinished mandir in Bochasan, people 
in Gadhada were not welcoming and accommo-
dation was available only at Haribhai Mistri’s 
house, people had made a strong case before 
the Maharaja of Bhavnagar to not allow Shastriji 
Maharaj to build a mandir, a fiat was issued not 
to allot land to him in Gadhada by Bhavnagar’s 
Krishnakumarsinhji, and at 84 he was suffering 
from rheumatism and could not move about.

But Shastriji Maharaj had a broader and ad-
vanced vision. He resolved, “To build a marble 

mandir with three domes. To build one that is 
imposing and could be seen from several kilo-
metres. To build a ghat on the bank of Ghela 
river like the Manikarnika in Benares. To have 
125 steps from River Ghela to the mandir. The 
ruler will change, we will get the land and the 
murtis of Maharaj and Swami will be installed.” 
Today, the marble mandir on the hill by the bank 
of Ghela reflects the wonderful vision of Shas-
triji Maharaj. 

In the face of all odds, he brought about a rev-
olution of thought. He rose above all obstacles.

When others would not dare think, Shas-
triji Maharaj thought boldly and translated it 
into a reality. He was indeed an unparalleled 
leader and spiritual master.
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17. ability to foresee

 tHe CoMing CHanges Sadhu Yagnatirthdas

The world is constantly changing. But hav-
ing the vision of the coming changes and 

the knowledge of their short-term and far-reach-
ing impacts is not to be found in average leaders 
and laypersons. Therefore leaders of many or-
ganizations cannot endure such changes and the 
institution ultimately faces closure. 

But Shastriji Maharaj was different. He could 
foresee the change, whether it was the Second 
World War or India’s freedom struggle. During 
the Second World War, in 1944, Shastriji Maha-
raj told Khengarjibhai, “At present the Germans 
are showing their might in Europe and Africa, 
but have patience and keep watching. England 
will win the war.” And the Germans eventually 
lost.

Shastriji Maharaj could see the past, present 
and future. At the time of the parayan in Kara-
chi in June 1947, he prophesied to the devotees 
there, “There are very bad times coming ahead, 
so leave whatever you have and go back to your 
native places.” And it happened with the terrible 
violence during the partition.

The devotees of Vartal had not yet realized 

the potency of the frail Yagnapurushdas. They 
dismissed him as grass on the wall.

While installing the murtis of Ram-Laksh-
man in a small room in Bochasan, Shriji Maharaj 
said, “There will be a shikharbaddh mandir in 
Bochasan and the murtis of Akshar-Purushottam 
Maharaj will be installed in the middle shrine. 
At that time these murtis (of Ram-Lakshman) 
will be also be installed.”

Jhaverbhai asked Shastriji Maharaj, “When 
will the mandir be built and who will see it?

Shastriji Maharaj said, “It will be built in two-
three years and you will see it. When Nar-Nara-
yan performed austerities in Vartal for five years 
the murtis of Lakshmi-Narayan were installed in 
a shikharbaddh mandir. Likewise, these murtis 
of Ram-Lakshman will perform austerities here. 
Then, later on Maharaj will sit here with his 
abode.” And on 5 June 1907 Shastriji Maharaj’s 
words came true.

Swami was a visionary and seer of the future. 
When he appointed Pramukh Swami as the Pres-
ident, he said, “I leave the Sanstha blessed for a 
long time.”

Purushottam in Vartal. Chilli powder 
smoke was created and water pots 
were cracked to disrupt his assemblies; 
sadhus and devotees were kicked, their 
thighs were pricked with needles, poison 
was added to Swami’s food and at-
tempts were made to throw him 
in the fire.

His saffron clothes were taken away and 
he was compelled to become Dungar Bhagat 
from Yagnapurushdas. Yet, his spirit to spread 
the knowledge remained intact. He did not tire 
of speaking to Jetha Bhagat about the upasana 
of Akshar-Purushottam from 4 o’clock in the 

afternoon till 4 o’clock next morning. 
His earnestness is also reflected in the 

letters or words addressed to collector 
Shri Govindsinh Chudasma, Vinayakrao 

Trivedi and Harshadbhai Dave. He had 
the courage to give up the honour of a 

sadguru by leaving Vartal. 
He was strong enough against 

all odds in spreading the knowledge of Akshar-
Purushottam. He raised ornate mandirs, conse-
crating the murtis of Akshar-Purushottam, with 
courage and devotion. 

Earnestness and courage is the sum total of 
his life of 86 years.
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18. establisHed Means and MetHods

 of adMinistration for groWtH Sadhu Adarshswarupdas

The renowned philosopher Emerson said, 
“An institution is a lengthened shadow of 

its leader.” 
For the long-term management of the 

Sanstha, Shastriji Maharaj established processes, 
methods and a heirarchy in administration. 
As Pramukh Swami Maharaj puts it, “Shastriji 
Maharaj has deeply established the Sanstha’s 
foundations to last for over a thousand years.” 

The BAPS Sanstha, established in consonance 
with the principles of Sanatan Dharma and 
Bhagwan Swaminarayan, has its own unique 
character, which also reflects the personality 
and vision of Shastriji Maharaj. 

Praising Shastriji Maharaj’s long-lasting man-
agerial abilities, Manibhai Brahmbhatt, a former 
trustee of the Sanstha says, “The process and 
principles of management for the mandirs built 
by Swamishri has been federal. Every mandir 
manages its own affairs and is also responsible 

to all the others. Every mandir has 
its local kothari endowed with 
authority and responsibilities 
for its management. Yet the 
Sanstha remains united.” To-

day, 100 years later, the Sanstha 
is managed methodically in 

the same way.
When India achieved 

her independence, the 
Sanstha had huge man-

dirs and hundreds of 
acres of land which 

Swamishri had registered as a Public Charitable 
Trust. Inspired by Shastriji Maharaj, Nirgun-
das Swami had the trust deed prepared on 24 
June 1947. Prior to that, Swamishri had stud-
ied the constitutions of several other religious 
trusts. Swamishri, after understanding the loop-
holes of other constitutions, which had led to 
ills in the administration of those organizations, 
framed the constitution of BAPS. Swamishri 
formed a committee for framing the constitu-
tion. Pramukh Swami Maharaj who was witness 
to it says, “The beginning was made by writing 
down the features of the constitution. Tulsibhai 
was appointed as the secretary. In the first meet-
ing, Maganbhai and Nirgundas Swami proposed 
the resolution. Maganbhai was sent to Mumbai 
to consult the well-known High Court advocate 
Shri Hariprasad Choksi who advised, “Since it 
is a religious institution the trustees should be 
elected.” When Shastriji Maharaj read the sug-
gestion, he categorically said, “I do not want 
elections in any form. In elections, anybody 
can be elected to run the Sanstha in their own 
way. Instead, there should be selection in which 
good, faithful, dedicated and helpful devotees 
be picked.” 

Shastriji Maharaj could well see the ills of 
elections. He wanted to ensure an ideal [Sanstha] 
that was free of ills and with immaculate man-
agement. That was his goal, and the constitution 
was framed accordingly. As a result, the Sanstha 
has grown to its level today after 100 years and 
has developed its own unique impression.

It is said, “A leader should not have only 
a goal but he should have a clear vision in his 
mind.” Shastriji Maharaj established the BAPS’s 
administration, methods and processes with that 
vision.
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20. tUrning obstaCles into oPPortUnities Sadhu P.J.das

Obstacles are part of anybody’s life. 
However, great men stand out by their 

tendency and response. Only the bold fight 
against or remain undeterred by obstacles, while 
the weak leave the work. Furthermore, great 
men turn obstacles into golden opportunities.

The learned and young sadhu hailing from a 

high family became a disciple of Pragji Bhakta, 
who was an illiterate householder from a low- 
class family. This was one of the reasons why 
most people opposed Shastriji Maharaj. And it 
was like adding fuel to the fire when he talked 
about Gunatitanand Swami as Akshar and 
Bhagwan Swaminarayan as Purushottam. One 

19. transforMing tHe lives of

 PeoPle and Harnessing tHeir talents Sadhu Bhaktikirtandas

It requires insight to pick the right people 
for the management and development of 

the Sanstha. But transforming the lives of people 
who lack values and to inspire them to work for 
the Sanstha is extraordinary. Shastriji Maharaj 
was one such person with that ability. 

The life of Hira Mukhi of Bochasan was 
one of addictions and vices. No one even dared 
to lodge a complaint against him. Once, Hira 
Mukhi sponsored a lunch for sadhus when they 
visited Bochasan. But Shastriji Maharaj refused 
to eat. When Hira Mukhi requested, Shastriji 
Maharaj looked into his eyes and said, “Your 
behaviour is immoral and I cannot eat food 
sponsored by one who has strayed from dhar-
ma. I will eat only if you take vows of purity 
and become a satsangi.”

Mukhi was moved by Shastriji Maharaj’s 
saintliness and his spiritually radiant eyes. With 
remorse, tears welled up in his eyes and he 
agreed to wear a kanthi. Shastriji Maharaj placed 
the kanthi around his neck and said, “Your sins 
so far have been forgiven by God. Now, don’t 
commit new ones.”

Later, Hira Mukhi assured Gordhandas Ko-
thari that he would help and co-operate in Shas-

triji Maharaj’s projects till he breathed his last. 
And he did it with courage.

Shastriji Maharaj had that unique capacity 
to change the errant behaviour and beliefs of a 
person and inspire him to work for spreading 
his philosophical principles. One such example 
is that of Professor Jethalal Swaminarayan, who 
was an eminent mathematician, freedom fighter 
and an intellectual. 

Describing his experience in a letter he says, 
“Influenced by today’s modern western educa-
tion I had become an atheist. I was introduced to 
the greatness of Shriji Maharaj by Shastriji Maha-
raj. And only a great sadhu like Shastriji Maharaj 
could succeed in the difficult task of making an 
atheist into a theist. After that, at the word of 
Shastriji Maharaj, I began to write the Akshar-
Purushottam Charitam, in Sanskrit. It has 6,000 
shlokas. Though I am basically a mathematician, 
he inspired me to write about his divinity in San-
skrit. This is no ordinary miracle.” 

Shastriji Maharaj also convinced intellectuals 
like Gulzarilal Nanda, Champakbhai Banker and 
Harshadbhai Dave, as well as illiterate people of 
small villages, and inspired them to make efforts 
for the growth of the Sanstha.
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of his many opponents, due to ignorance, was 
Purani Morlidhardas of Dabhoi.

When Shastriji Maharaj narrated the prin-
ciple of Akshar-Purushottam during a discourse 
in Dabhoi, many sadhus and devotees were im-
pressed and drawn to him. After that Shastriji 
Maharaj visited the nearby village of Mandala 
at the invitation of the devotees. In his absence 
in Dabhoi, Purani Morlidhardas talked critical-
ly about Bhagatji Maharaj to his devotees, and 
tried to create a bad impression of Shastriji Ma-
haraj. So, some of them were misled.

After some time, Shastriji Maharaj came back 
to Dabhoi. The devotees asked him who his 
guru was. Shastriji Maharaj was smart enough 
to sense that the Purani had tried to distort the 
matter. Shastriji Maharaj turned the situation 
into a golden opportunity and during his katha 
at night he explained the greatness of Gunati-
tanand Swami and guru Bhagatji Maharaj. The 
devotees were moved by the talk, which Shas-
triji Maharaj authenticated with references from 
many shastras. In fact, Morlidhardasji himself 
was moved by it and he tearfully acknowledged, 
“Wonderful Yagnapurushdas, wonderful! You 
have soothed my conscience today by speaking 
about it.” 

Shastriji Maharaj’s life was full of obstacles, 
which he as opportunities and overcame.

Despite excelling in his Sanskrit studies, he 

was compelled to drop them and was transferred 
to Junagadh from Rajkot. There he explained to 
the sadhus and devotees about the greatness of 
Jaga Swami and Bhagatji Maharaj.

When he was transferred to Hanuman Man-
dir in Sarangpur, he explained about the pure 
upasana to the devotees of Saurashtra and in-
creased the income of the mandir ten times. 
He also enhanced the area and prestige of the 
mandir. There, he implicitly helped in the in-
stallation of the murtis of Akshar-Purushottam 
Maharaj in Vadhvan. But, people with malice 
complained about him, and he was called back 
to Vartal. 

He also visited the regions of Charotar, 
Kanam and Bharuch and enlightened hundreds 
of devotees with the knowledge of and faith in 
Akshar-Purushottam Maharaj.

When finally he became an entity to reckon 
with, he was forced to leave Vartal for good. 
Thereafter, he built the first Akshar-Purushot-
tam mandir in Bochasan.

In the autumn of his life there were proposals 
to make a compromise with Vartal. On hearing 
about this a devotee asked with concern, “Swa-
mi, what will be our fate if the officials of Vartal 
drive us out after taking away all our mandirs?”

Then, the beaming 85-year-old Shastriji Ma-
haraj replied, “It doesn’t matter. We will begin 
again from scratch.”

21. insigHt to Prioritize tHe rigHt Work
 

Sadhu Adarshcharitdas

Rebecca Merill says, “The main thing is 
to keep the main thing, the main thing.”

It is a challenge for even the best of managers 
to decide the priorities of work and see that the 
main work does not become subsidiary. Shastriji 
Maharaj was one such leader who could decide 
his priorities well.

When Shastriji Maharaj was in Sarangpur, his 

foremost assistant, Nirgundas Swami, was trav-
elling to villages around Bochasan. The devotees 
of Bochasan, Bhadran and Sunav requested him 
to visit their homes and said that if Shastriji Ma-
haraj came, it would be better. Nirgundas Swami 
wrote a letter requesting Swamishri to come with 
five sadhus. For Shastriji Maharaj, however, the 
priorities were different. In his letter dated 13 
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22. skill to insPire teaM sPirit Sadhu Tapovatsaldas

An effective leader has the ability to in-
spire team spirit. Shastriji Maharaj was 

one such leader.
Shastriji Maharaj left Vartal on Friday, 13 

November 1905 for the sake of a principle 
based on the Vedas, Upanishads and other Hin-
du shastras.

There were great odds against him – mali-
cious men, obstacles and insecurity. People 
mocked him and asked, “What will he do with 
five sadhus and a handful of devotees?”

But their ridicules didn’t last long, because a 
proud team had already been grouped together. 
That was Shastriji Maharaj’s team. That team 
consisted of the experienced Nirgundas Swami 
as well as the young Aksharjivandas. The team 
also comprised of devotees of different castes, 
educations and ages. There were also rich, poor, 

officers and working class people in it. It ranged 
from the national leader Gulzarilal Nanda to 
Dhula Bhagat who cleaned utensils. Such was 
the team. To an outsider it seemed impossible 
to unite them and get work done by them. But 
Shastriji Maharaj proved it could be done. All 
the members worked under one slogan, one 
central purpose and to achieve one definite 
goal.

Four months after Shastriji Maharaj had left 
Vartal, still no Punam (full moon day) had been 
celebrated in his presence due to his hectic trav-
els to the villages to spread upasana. The first Pu-
nam celebration was held in Anand. About 800 
devotees gathered. During the celebration a de-
cision was made to build a mandir in Bochasan. 
The devotees pledged Rs. 40,000 for the mandir 
project. Such was the fervent spirit of devotees 

October 1937 to Nirgundas Swami, 
he wrote, “Received your letter and 
read the news. The reason for not 
coming to Sunav is that there are 
important works on hand, and it 
didn’t appeal to me to abandon 
them. So, examine what is impor-
tant.”

Another two instances were relat-
ed to taking possession of land 
in Atladra and the collection of 
donations in Gana. To Shastriji 
Maharaj’s mind, taking posses-
sion of land was important work 
which Nirgundas Swami could do. But Nirgun-
das Swami wanted to engage Shastriji Maharaj 
in every work. In a letter dated 7 February 1942 
Shastriji Maharaj wrote to Nirgundas Swami, 
“We have to sort out the acquisition of land in 
Atladra. The dealer is pressing upon us to pay 

the money. To deal with him is in your 
hands. You can do it. If you take up 
the matter of getting land, I will look 
after the task of acquiring the money 
from Gana. If you insist upon taking 

me along, I will come, but the other 
work will suffer. My presence is not re-

quired for acquiring the land in Atladra. 
If my presence was needed I would 

have immediately come without 
asking you. Remember Maharaj 
and Swami, and do it with cour-
age.”
Nirgundas Swami handled every 

task in the best manner according to Shastriji 
Maharaj’s the instructions. But Shastriji Maha-
raj’s own idea of priority was inspiring. His way 
of deciding priorities is a beacon of inspiration 
even for experts in time management.
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23. resolUte to Maintain His

 virtUes in diffiCUlties
 

Sadhu Adarshchintandas

Difficulties and obstacles test the great-
ness of any great man. A person may 

remain virtuous in ordinary circumstances but 
the approach he takes in difficult times decides 
his mettle. 

Brahmaswarup Shastriji Maharaj is an exam-
ple of one who remained resolute even in the 
most difficult of times. Some examples are as 
follows.

It was the Kartik month of Samvat 1962  
(1905 ce). In Vartal, there was a storm of pro-
test raised against Sadhu Yagnapurushdas who 
believed and preached the principle of Akshar-
Purushottam. Some people harboured malice 
against him since he was a virtuous sadhu and 
a large number of devotees were drawn to-

wards him.
Then the protest and opposition reached its 

climax. Shastriji Maharaj left Vartal when he was 
urged to do so by some devotees. After leaving, 
he came across the police chief, Kishorebhai Pa-
tel, who loved and respected him. Kishorebhai 
was on his way to the mandir on having heard 
about the threats to kill Swami. He told Swami, 
“Swami, come back to the mandir. And give me 
the names of those who trouble you. I will send 
them to jail in Nadiad.”

Swamishri replied, “We don’t want to do 
that. We are sadhus, so we have to bear the ha-
tred and insults of others.” 

On hearing Swamishri’s words Kishorebhai 
was stunned.

within a short time of four months. The mone-
tary pledges were made, but who would serve in 
the construction of the mandir? Whether young 
and old, sadhu or householder, educated or il-
literate – all sacrificed with a spirit of belonging 
and devotional teamwork for the project. And 
soon, five mandirs were raised. Yogiji Maharaj 
says about that team spirit, “Fifty sadhus obeyed 
the order of Swami.” Shastriji Maharaj also used 
to say, “One sadhu works as would ten men.” 
What a great spirit they possessed!

Shastriji Maharaj inspired the spirit of upasa-
na to such an extent that the sadhus and devotees 
worked till they breathed their last. For exam-
ple, the unmatchable earnestness of Nirgundas 
Swami to write letters containing 100 pages. 
Narayancharan Swami worked as bhandari all 
his life, while Bhaktivallabh Swami worked as 
kothari. Yogiji Maharaj served rigorously till the 
end of his life, while Pramukh Swami Maharaj 
today remains busy day and night at the age of 

90 today. Devotees like Prof. Jethalal Swamina-
rayan, Harshadbhai Dave, Ashabhai Patel and 
Motibhai Bhagwandas also served till their last 
breath. 

The height of team spirit was the affinity 
the members had for one another: to sacrifice 
for one another and to tolerate and help each 
other.

Shastriji Maharaj was in Mumbai. His devo-
tees, Ashabhai, Ishwarbhai and Motibhai, need-
ed money to pay the revenue tax. Shastriji Ma-
haraj asked Bhagwandas Sheth to help, and he 
did so without hesitation. Nirgundas Swami also 
asked the devotees of Khandesh to help and they 
did so by mortgaging their jewellery. Surprising-
ly, the devotees of Khandesh had not even seen 
the three devotees.

Shastriji Maharaj had shown, through his 
sadhus and devotees, a unique team spirit for all 
to emulate.
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24. being striCt and soft at

 aPProPriate tiMes Sadhu Vedsmarandas

Poet Bhavbhuti has said in Uttar Ram-
charit that great men can be hard and 

soft at the same time.
A leader of an organization requires both 

these qualities to deal with various situations. 
Shastriji Maharaj had these qualities.

Once, two devotees of Mumbai told Shastriji 
Maharaj in Atladra, “You are the form of God. 
So, give us the numbers for gambling for the 
next three days.” Shastriji Maharaj was irked by 
this and said he never gave numbers.

 The devotees said, “We have worn the kan-
thi of your Sanstha. So you will have to give the 
numbers.”

Shastriji Maharaj shot back, “If you are 
wearing a kanthi to get numbers, give it back 
to me.”

Both the devotees were surprised by the 
strong stand taken by Shastriji Maharaj, and they 
left the room. But Shastriji Maharaj immediately 
called his attendant sadhu and instructed, “Give 
them accommodation, then offer them snacks 
and tea, and finally take them for darshan.”

From this instance we can see that when it 
comes to observing a moral code, Shastriji Ma-
haraj remained resolute in the face of any con-
trary proposal.

In the later part of this incident, he asks a 
sadhu to make all the arrangements for them, 
which shows that he was very kind and consid-
erate.

Shastriji Maharaj was very strict with himself 
when it came to facing difficulties but on the 
other hand he was kind to the sadhus and the 
devotees in such situations.

Once, while getting off the train, Shastriji 
Maharaj’s head hit the wooden berth. At that 
time, Shastriji Maharaj commented, “The wood 
hit the wood.” He was tolerant of and indiffer-
ent to difficulties. Once he had a boil and rheu-
matism, yet he visited the homes of devotees in 
Dhrangadhra at the age of 84.

Shastriji Maharaj, who was tolerant and un-
caring for his body, once saw Yogiji Maharaj 
bathing with very cold water in Koshindra. He 
was very merciful and asked a devotee to bring 

The land of Akshar Mandir in Gondal 
was in the possession of the old mandir 
before Shastriji Maharaj bought it from 
the king of Gondal, Shri Bhagvatsin-
hji. They had built a gaushala 
earlier. The mahant of the old 
mandir, Krishnajivan Swami, 
proposed to collect expens-
es for that from Shastriji 
Maharaj. Some devotees 
advised Swamishri not to 
pay even a rupee.

But Shastriji Maha-
raj said, “The old mandir 

is also ours. We are going to spend lakhs of 
rupees [to build the mandir here]. Then 
let’s pay a little more.” It was decided to 
pay Rs. 400. Krishnajivandas agreed to 

the amount and he subsequently received 
the money. The approach of Shastriji 

Maharaj was well appreciated even 
by the devotees of the old mandir.

In spite of a financial crunch 
Shastriji Maharaj was very liberal 
in taking the decision of paying 

the cost. Shastriji Maharaj re-
mained virtuous even in the 
most testing of times.
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26. oUtsPokenness for PrinCiPles

 and benefit of tHe organization

Translation of incidents 26 and 
27 by Anand Patel

Sadhu Adarshchintandas

Outspokenness does not mean that “I 
strongly utter whatever I believe in.” In 

fact, it means striking a perfect balance by bearing 
in mind the feelings, benefits and principles of 

the other person. A head of any organization 
can only become outspoken if he can achieve a 
proper balance between the three things.

Shastriji Maharaj had this inherent ability 

25. taking Care of all devotees Sadhu Vishvakirtandas

Man is a social animal, but he is self-cen-
tred. However, great men set an ideal 

of caring for others and a tendency to find one’s 
own happiness in the happiness of others. That 
is their identity. 

This story relates back to 1944. Shastriji Ma-
haraj was in Atladra. At one o’clock in the night 
he woke up to answer the call of nature. He saw 
Khushalbhai walking worriedly. He asked him, 
“Khushalbhai, you have not gone to sleep yet?”

Khushalbhai didn’t utter a word, but Swami 
perceived what was on his mind. Then he ar-
ranged a cot for him. He also gave his own mat-
tress to him and told him, “You are a disciple 
of Bhagatji Maharaj and very pious. How can I 
sleep if you sleep on the floor?”

Like a mother, Swamishri cared for his devo-
tees.

Once, Yogiji Maharaj was suffering from dys-
entery in Rajkot. He was staying at Ada’s shrine. 
At that time Hirjibhai Chavda wrote a letter to 

Shastriji Maharaj, “You praise Yogiji Maharaj a 
lot but he is seriously ill here. He has grown very 
weak. He cannot digest even a little food. Even 
when he eats only a little he has to visit the toilet 
five to six times. He doesn’t take the medicines 
regularly. The sadhu with him also doesn’t care 
for him properly. So, please send someone better 
to nurse him.”

On receiving the letter, Shastriji Maharaj told 
Jagjivandas who was in his service, “Yogiji Ma-
haraj is very ill and he needs a sevak. You work 
in a textile mill but resign and go to Rajkot by 
train this evening. In serving him, it’s equal to 
serving Shriji Maharaj.”

A few days later Shastriji Maharaj went to see 
Yogiji Maharaj in Rajkot. 

He sent his own sevak for Yogiji Maharaj. 
That was how much he cared for his sadhus.

Shastriji Maharaj cared for all his devotees, 
rich or poor. As Pramukh Swami says, “Shastriji 
Maharaj was all love.”

a fire-pan to provide warmth to Yogiji Maharaj. 
Shastriji Maharaj, who observed a waterless 

fast till the age of 75, was concerned when he 
saw others hungry. 

In 1947 he was travelling by train to Karachi. 
On the way, Ashabhai’s son, Ramanbhai, began 
to cry because he was hungry. When the train 

stopped at a station, Shastriji Maharaj himself 
begged for bhiksha (alms). He brought ganthia 
(a snack) and fed Ramanbhai.

Thus Shastriji Maharaj had the radiance of 
the sun and the coolness of the moon.
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since childhood. Recognizing this unpar-
alleled talent in him, Bechar Bhagat, the 
assistant kothari of Vartal, proposed 
that he should help him in his work. 
But Dungar Bhagat, the childhood 
name of Shastriji Maharaj, clearly 
said, “I want to become a sadhu.”

The kothari was not satisfied 
with the answer and insisted, 
“Be a sadhu from within!”

Dungar Bhagat was small 
but his goal was clear. And 
so he firmly replied, “You be-
come a sadhu from inside. I 
will become one when I meet a 
true sadhu.”

The incident that follows 
happened during the initial 
years after Shastriji Maharaj 
became a sadhu.

A month-long discourse on the 
Satsangijivan was organized in Junagadh. Shas-
triji Maharaj was the youngest of the four speak-
ers. But on the last day a question arose, “Which 
speaker should be offered pujan first by the host 
of the parayan?” 

Harilal Sheth, who had sponsored the pa-
rayan, announced that he would do the pujan of 
Shastriji Maharaj first as his discourses were the 
most enlightening. 

On hearing this a few malevolent people 
disliked it and shouted, “Today, one whose 
guru is a tailor and a cobbler is being given a 
prominent status.” Shastriji Maharaj realized 
that because of caste distinctions they are deni-
grating Pragji Bhakta and Jaga Bhakta, who are 
great devotees of Maharaj. Shastriji Maharaj 
was not one who would sit back and listen 
to such insults to his guru. He roared like a 
lion, “The right to become a guru is not lim-
ited only to an ascetic. Shriji Maharaj has also 
mentioned in the Vachanamrut that one cannot 
acquire the saintly virtues if one has pride for 

one’s caste.”
The opponents had no answer to the 

bold statement of Shastriji Maha-
raj. When Harilal Sheth came to do 
pujan of Shastriji Maharaj he polite-
ly refused and said that the senior 
speakers should be respected first. 

Shastriji Maharaj felt uneasy 
when there was any demeanour 
against the principles of upasana. 
In response he never hesitated 
in clarifying the matter. 

Once, Shastriji Maharaj was 
unwell in Atladra. The then 
national leader and president 
of the Labour Union, Gulzarilal 
Nanda had come for darshan of 
Swami. During his conversation 
he said, “Swami, I do the mala 
by chanting your name. For me, 

you are God.”
On hearing this Shastriji Maharaj sternly 

rebuked, “You should not say like this. Swami-
narayan is God. You should worship and chant 
the name of Swaminarayan. I do the same and 
also ask you to do that. This is my command. It 
would be a violation if you do not do so.” 

Once at night Swamishri was resting in the 
assembly hall at Sarangpur. Some devotees from 
Africa came for Swamishri’s darshan. Ranch-
hodbhai requested, “Swami, please give me 
some prasad for the devotees of Africa.” “What 
prasad?” enquired Swamishri. The devotees 
replied, “The footprints of your holy feet.” 
Swamishri refused sternly and said, “You can 
cut my feet if you want my footprints. We can-
not worship the footprints of anyone else other 
than Shriji Maharaj.” 

Once Swamishri was in Bharuch. He was un-
well due to typhoid. Considering his age, weak-
ness and illness the doctor advised Swamishri to 
have absolute bed rest. He added that his ab-
lutions should be done in bed. But Swamishri 
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27. inCorPorating tHe feeling “i aM of tHe

 sanstHa and tHe santHa is Mine.” Sadhu Dharmagnadas

“BAPS Swaminarayan Sanstha is mine 
and I belong to the Sanstha. It is my 

duty to maintain the good of the Sanstha. And 
for achieving that if I have to do all I can I shall 
consider it to be my great fortune.” Isn’t it a 
great achievement if every member of an orga-
nization wedded to do good for all believes this?

When Shastriji Maharaj laid the foundations 
of the Sanstha he had imbibed these feelings 
among the devotees and also ensured that it 
would remain for generations to come. 

Devotees living in India as well as abroad 
have displayed this trait, whether they are rich 
or poor, ordinary or accomplished. 

After consecrating four mandirs Shastriji 
Maharaj started the work of Gadhada mandir 
amidst much opposition. During his illness in 
Atladra Shastriji Maharaj was worrying about 
the Gadhada mandir. Champaklal Sheth and the 
then member of the Planning Commision for 
the Government of India, Gulzarilal Nandaji, 
visited Swami. Swami mentioned the dire finan-
cial situation for the construction of Gadhada 
mandir. Nandaji returned to Delhi and sent two 

thousand rupees to Swami by selling his car. 
In another incident while Shastriji Maharaj 

was in Atladra, Ranchhodbhai Umedbhai Patel 
of Africa learnt that the Sanstha was in need of 
money. On the very next day he donated Rs. 
10,000 to Shastriji Maharaj. Ranchhodbhai had 
donated all his money which he had saved to 
spend in renovating his house. 

There are innumerable incidents like these. 
For the service of the Sanstha devotees like Go-
vindbhai of Dungri-Timba sold his horse, Na-
rayanbhai sold his land and Bhudharbhai even 
tied up his wife. Even though Ashabhai’s house 
was burnt down he borrowed five thousand ru-
pees and donated it to the Sanstha. At a very 
old age he left his home to become a sadhu and 
serve the Sanstha. Devotees like Harshadbhai 
Dave dedicated their entire life for promot-
ing the greatness and glory of the Sanstha. All 
the devotees of Shastriji Maharaj had only one 
motto, “I am of the Sanstha, the Sanstha is 
mine, and the benefit of the Sanstha is the goal 
of my life.” u

believed that the instructions of Shriji Maharaj 
were more important than the doctor’s. In ad-
dition, he got diarrhoea. After every visit to the 
toilet he took the customary bath. Swamishri 
had always remained staunch in purity of mind 
and body and his firm aim was to obey the rules 
of Maharaj under any circumstances.

In a similar incident Swami was unwell while 
residing at Amblivali Pol in Ahmedabad. Naran-
bhai requested Swamishri not to have a bath due 
to illness. Swamishri told him, “Naranbhai, how 
painful would you feel if someone demolishes 
the house you built with great effort! In a similar 

manner the Satpurush is a pillar of dharma and 
he inspires people onto the path of righteous-
ness and devotion. If someone speaks ill about 
dharma how painful would it be for him?” 

This was the remarkable trait of Shastriji Ma-
haraj: forthrightness for the benefit of the orga-
nization, for the principles of the organization, 
for the members of the organization and for the 
safekeeping of the ideals of the organization. He 
spoke frankly not for his own interest or for his 
personal attachments. Only such a rare person 
can successfully balance the triad of feelings, 
benefits and principles. 
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January-February 2012
Hindu Festivals
9 JanuarY 2012. Posh sud Purnima

aKshar diKsha mahoTsav

On this day on 20 January 1810, during the 
special yagna in Dabhan, Gujarat, Bhagwan 
Swaminarayan gave diksha to Mulji Sharma of 
Bhadra and named him Gunatitanand Swami. 
Gunatitanand Swami was the incarnation of 
Aksharbrahman, the ideal devotee and divine 
abode of Bhagwan Swaminarayan.

Today, there is a shrine on the sacred place 
of the yagna in Dabhan. Every year on this day 
a festive assembly is held in Dabhan to celebrate 
the occasion. It is thus an important place of pil-
grimage for devotees.

14 JanuarY 2012
maKar sanKranTi (uTTaraYan)

The month-long Dhanurmas festival ends 
on this day. The day marks the sun’s movement 
into the Makar rashi – Capricorn asterism. The 
northward movement, known as Uttarayan, is 
considered auspicious and meritorious. 14 Janu-
ary is a day of donation of fodder to animals, 
grain and food to Brahmins and the poor, and 
money to Paramatma in mandirs. The northern 
path is also considered redemptive – the path to 
mukti, while the southern path symbolizes mate-
rial pursuit and the gate to Naraka or Yamapuri. 
On this day pilgrims flock to bathe in Triveni 
Sangam in Prayag (Allahabad) in Uttar Pradesh 
and in Gangasagar in the Bay of Bengal.

In Tamil Nadu, a four-day period known as 
Pongal Parva is celebrated with as much zest as 
Diwali. On 13 January, known as Bhogi Pongal, 
the house is cleaned and the waste burned. On 
the 14th, Surya Pongal involves a special ritual of 

Bhagwan Swaminarayan gives diksha to Mulji Sharma and 
reveals him as Aksharbrahman in Dabhan

Sadhus begging alms on Makar Sankranti

HinDu FEStiVaLS: Sadhu mukundcharandas
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puja to Surya Deva and cooking pongal. Pongal 
is rice cooked in milk until it overflows from the 
pot. On the 15th – Mattu Pongal – puja is per-
formed of cattle. The cows are beautifully deco-
rated with beads, bells, neem leaves and bananas. 
The next day is Kaanum Pongal, on which busi-
ness owners gift cash or grains to their workers.

28 JanuarY 2012
vasanT Panchmi (maha sud 5)

Vasant heralds the onset of spring. This day is 
especially celebrated in Bengal where Sarasvati – 
the goddess of knowledge and music – is offered 
elaborate puja. Murtis of Sarasvati are installed 
in beautiful pandals in streets so that passersby 
can offer obeisance and puja easily.

Elsewhere, Hindus also perform puja of the 
Vasant kumbha – a pot in which Paramatma and 
other deities are invoked. After arti, naivedya 
is offered of roasted grams, popcorn and dates. 
This is believed to remove excess kapha – mu-
cous – formed in the body during winter. This 
helps to curb disorders common in spring, such 
as, allergies and hay fever.

In the Swaminarayan Sampradaya, this ut-
sav celebrates four important events, namely, 

birth of the Shikshapatri and also the births of 
Nishkulanand Swami, Brahmanand Swami and 
Shastriji Maharaj. The latter is Bhagwan Swami-
narayan’s third spiritual successor and founder 
of the BAPS Swaminarayan Sanstha. A celebra-
tion assembly is held at all BAPS centres to laud 
their lives.

20 februarY 2012
maha shivaraTri (maha sud 14)

Hindus worldwide celebrate this day on which 
Shiva manifested. This day also marks the appear-
ance of the 12 self-formed Jyotirlings in India. 
Devotees try to visit at least one which is nearest 
to them to perform milk abhishek of Mahadeva 
and offer datura and hibiscus flowers, datura seed 
pods, bili leaves, bael fruit and roasted sweet po-
tatoes. In Somnath, the golden crown of Mahade-
va is taken out only on this day in a procession 
through the town. In Gokarna, a coastal town in 
Karnataka, a huge chariot of Shiva is pulled by 
pujaris and devotees. People observe a farari fast 
on this day. On Mt. Girnar in Saurashtra, a mas-
sive mela is held on this day in which it is custom-
ary for thousands of sannyasis to bathe first in the 
Damodar Kund, followed by devotees. u

Saraswati puja in the streets of Kolkata Milk abhishek on Maha Shivaratri
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Kabir occupies a prominent place 
among the saint-poets of the medi-
eval Bhakti Sampradaya. He cared 

more for the essence of religion than its ritu-
als. He treated those who held a rigid position 
in matters of religion as misguided individuals 
who could not see the wood for the trees. He 
hectored such people in simple language much 
in the fashion of a stern schoolmaster taking 
a class of naughty boys. His first lessons were 
delivered in his native place Kashi, the seat of 
Hindu orthodoxy.

 Kabir was an illiterate. His teachings have 
been preserved by his immediate disciples: Su-
rat-Gopal, Dharmadas and Bhaggoji in Kabir 
Vanis, the sayings of Kabir. They are in the form 

of pads, dohas, sakhis and ramainis; the first 
three are songs or couplets. In a couplet, in the 
Bijak, an important source of Kabir’s life and 
philosophy, the saint says:

 Ink or paper, I never touched,
nor did I take a pen in hand.
The greatness of the four ages,
I have described by word of mouth.
It is this word that is to be found in the Bi-

jak, Sakhis, Kabir Granthavali and also the Guru 
Granth Sahib, the Sikh scripture, which contains 
a lot of his sayings besides details of his life.

As for the medium, Kabir expresses his pref-
erence for the dialect of the spoken language of 
the day over Sanskrit in this dohas. 

The language is also a jumble of Bhojpuri 

Kabir, The Unifier

grEat Saint-PoEtS oF inDia: Varanasi rama murthy
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spoken in eastern Uttar Pradesh and western Bi-
har, old Avadhi (Purbi), Braj Bhasha, Rajasthani 
and Punjabi.

The saint is unsparing in his criticism of 
elaborate rituals and superstitions. This natu-
rally brought him into open conflict with the 
orthodoxies of both Hinduism and Islam. The 
pandits and mullahs tried their best to stall his 
efforts and physically eliminate him on several 
occasions. The saint persisted in preaching cult 
syncretism, unmindful of the obstacles these 
vested interests tried to place in his path. He 
kept an open mind and exhorted others to do 
the same. He succeeded in gathering a large 
number of followers around him. This naturally 
angered both Hindus and Muslims alike. The 
Muslims found that Kabir was not only running 
down the Puranas but he was not sparing the 
Koran either.

correcT assessmenT

The best assessment of the saint’s philosophy 
is to be found in the Bhaktamal of Nabhaji, a 
Vaishnava poet who lived around 1600:

“Kabir refused to acknowledge caste distinc-
tions or to recognize the authority of the six 
Hindu schools of philosophy nor did he set any 
store by the four stages of life (ashrams) pre-
scribed for Hindus. He held that religion (dhar-
ma) without devotion (bhakti) was not religion 
at all, it is adharma; and that asceticism, fasting 
and alms-giving had no value if not accompa-
nied by adoration (bhajan). By means of rama-
nis, sabdis and sakhis, he imparted religious in-
struction to Hindus and Turks alike. He showed 
no partiality to either but delivered teachings 
beneficial to all. With determination he spoke 
and never tried to please the world.”

Kabir means the great, but the bearer of the 
name did not care for social status. According 
to tradition, the name was given by his adoptive 
Muslim parents Niru and Nima, who found him 
abandoned and floating on a leaf in Lakhtarana 
Lake near Kashi. He was born miraculously due 
to the blessings of Ramanand, a great religious 
leader of the times. It seems the father of a Brah-
min virgin widow took his daughter for the dar-
shan of Ramanand. On seeing the young lady he 
said, “Putravati bhava” – “May you be blessed 
with a son.” This blessing of the guru resulted 
in the birth of the infant, who was named Kabir. 
After his birth the young mother abandoned the 
child to escape social stigma. She was caught in 
the same dilemma as Kunti in Mahabharata and 
like the epic heroine chose the easy way out.

 Kabir was born in 1398 at Kashi and passed 
away in Magahar in 1518. Some scholars dis-
pute the dates but these are the generally ac-
cepted ones.

simPle Weavers

Kabir’s foster parents were Julahas (weavers) 
by profession. He took to weaving to support 
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his family and not to make a profit. What he 
wove for the day he would sell and support his 
aged parents and other family members. From 
this it becomes clear that he did not become a 
recluse. We get the names of four of his children 
from the Sikh scripture – two sons Kamal and 
Nihal and two daughters, Kamali and Nihali. 
According to the same source, his wife’s name 
was Loi. Kabir spent most of his life in Kashi. 
Kabir has criticized Kamal for weaving to make 
a profit and for forgetting Bhagwan Ram. 

That the saint did not become an ascetic is 
borne out by the following story. One day an 
indigent Brahmin approached him seeking help. 
Kabir had two pairs of clothes with him which 
he was about to sell in the village market. It was 
the first time that anybody had asked him for as-
sistance. He gave one pair to the supplicant who 
wanted the second pair too, which Kabir gave 
out of generosity. This meant his parents would 
go to bed on an empty stomach. He was hesitant 
to go home empty handed. Then a man known 
to Kabir accosted him in the street and said, 
“Go home, otherwise your parents and family 
will be worried. Somebody has already supplied 
provisions for the entire month.” Thus, Bhag-
wan Ram supplied his needs so that the family 
did not go hungry.

bhagWan ram To The rescue 
Kabir’s foster parents belonged to the most 

backward weaver community who were recent 
converts to Islam – either from Hinduism or 
Buddhism. They were not accepted by either the 
Hindu orthodoxy or the elitist Turkish ruling 
class. In his sayings Kabir refers to Muslim mas-
ters as Turks, a clear indication that the recent 
converts to Islam, like Kabir’s foster parents, did 
not enjoy any position or respect in the pecking 
order. But strange as it may seem when Kabir 
passed away at Magahar, both the Hindus and 
Muslims belonging to the Sufi sect claimed his 
body, so that they could perform the last rites as 

prescribed by their religions. They were about 
to come to blows when, according to legend, 
a strange thing happened: the room in which 
Kabir’s body had been kept was opened at the 
prompting from a voice from the sky. There was 
no body but only a heap of flowers, which the 
disputants divided among themselves and built 
a samadhi and a mausoleum. This clearly shows 
the tremendous influence Kabir had exercised 
over the contemporary society. What has been 
stated above is a broad outline of Kabir’s life.

Scholars have woven the life story of Kabir 
from the warp and woof supplied by the Hindu, 
Muslim and Sikh sources. 

 A French savant, Prof. Charlotte Vaudeville, 
in her definitive biography of Kabir, A Weaver 
Named Kabir, says, “Being a man of the people, 
a poor artisan, Kabir could hardly have had any 
formal religious training; what he knew, he knew 
from experience or from ‘hearing’ alone. There is 
no doubt that he was, as P.C. Chaturvedi put it, a 
bahushrut, ‘one who had heard much.’ Living in 
and around sacred Kashi, he must have been in 
constant contact with the holy men of his times: 
pandits, yogis, Shaiva sannyasis, Vaishnava vai-
ragis, Virashaiva Jangamas, munis and ascetics 
of every denomination;… which filled… the 
narrow lanes of the holy city of Varanasi. Jaun-
pur and Jhusi, sacred to Eastern Muslims and 
the residence of many Shaykhs and Pirs, were 
not far away, and we know that Kabir met them. 
This is the confused and somewhat discordant 
clamour that we perceive in his predication… 
He could hear what all those ‘holy men’ had to 
say, yet keep his own counsel.’’

KeeP Your counsel 
In one of his couplets he says: 
Saba se hiliye saba se miliye, saba se lijie nava,
Hãji saba se kahiye, basiye apane gava.
Mix with all, meet all, Take the name from all,
To all and everyone say: Yes, Yes; but dwell in 
your own village. 
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The saint travelled widely, visiting Mecca, 
Medina, Samarkand and Bukhara.

There is a great deal of confusion about 
Kabir’s guru. Some say that the same Ramanand, 
who was responsible for Kabir’s supernatural 
birth, was his guru. Others maintain that the 
saint did not specifically mention Ramanand as 
his guru. It is traditionally believed that Kabir 
once lay on the steps of one of Kashi’s ghats. 
It was Ramanand’s practice to go for an early 
morning dip accompanied by his disciples. As 
the guru was returning from his customary bath, 
his foot touched the prostrate figure of Kabir in 
the darkness. The startled guru exclaimed ‘Ram, 
Ram.’ Kabir treated it as the guru mantra. When 
told about this ‘initiation’, Ramanand sent for 
Kabir and inquired about it. Kabir stood his 
ground and maintained that when the guru ut-
tered the words ‘Ram Ram,’ it should be treated 
as initiation.

It was usual in those days for people like 
Kabir to have a guru. Kabir said many things in 
praise of saints. One of the couplets reads: 

A saint retains his holiness
In the midst of ungodly crowds,
As the Malaya tree retains its coolness
In the embrace of a poisonous snake.
One of the most important and oft-repeated 

sayings of Kabir is:
Guru Govind dono khade, kisko lãgu pãya,
Balihãri gurudevki, jine Govind diyo batãya.
When guru and Govind (Paramatma) are pres-
ent together, to whom should I bow first?
 Glory to the guru, for it is he who showed 
(me) Paramatma.
It is inconceivable that a man with such views 

should be without a guru.
As Kabir’s fame spread and he began to gather 

followers, both pandits and mullahs became in-
censed. The pandits of Varanasi banded together 
and conspired to drive him out of Kashi. A del-
egation went to Kabir’s house and told him that 
their Assembly had passed a resolution expelling 

him from Kashi as he was giving provisions and 
clothes to others without their sanction, and 
preaching radical views which disregarded the 
sanctity of the Hindu shastras. They told him 
he could be absolved of his sins by gifting 2½ 
shers of provisions to each of the 200 pandits 
who constituted the Assembly. How could a 
poor man like Kabir meet this demand? He was 
resigned to his fate and left his house. Then a 
miracle happened. A cart was seen parked oppo-
site his house, laden with provisions, which were 
distributed as per the demand of the pandits. 
One of the recipients of the grains met Kabir and 
told him about the miraculous proceedings at his 
house in his absence. The saint was greatly sur-
prised and the informant refused to believe that 
the saint was not in the know of things. Kabir 
realized that this was an act of munificence of 
Bhagwan Ram through one of his devotees.

 Kabir spun a web of tolerance and lovingly 
impressed the people of his day in it. This has 
led to several interpretations of what he stood 
for. His legacy has become a very difficult thing 
to handle for succeeding generations. Most 
people are agreed on his saintliness and catho-
licity. He is acknowledged as a universal teacher 
who preached brotherly love, irrespective of 
caste, creed, social status and nationality. He 
has followers among the Hindus and Muslims. 
The Sikhs have gone a step further by including 
his sayings in their scriptures. His followers are 
called Kabir panthis, who divinize him. They are 
divided into eight branches. We do not find any 
consecrated images of Kabir in the Kabir Maths, 
but pictures show him dressed in the Sufi tradi-
tion. The Kabir panthis claim to be Hindus.

Kabir was greatly influenced by the Vaishna-
va Bhakti Movement. In his sayings he displays 
a deep knowledge of Pauranik lore. Through his 
sharp and sometimes sarcastic comments, Kabir 
trod on many a toe. His intention was not to 
wound anyone’s feelings; all he wanted to do 
was to point out their untenable position.
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PloTs To Kill Kabir

Once when Sultan Sikander Lodhi was visit-
ing Kashi, Kabir was hauled up before him as 
one who was causing disaffection by propagat-
ing heterodox views. The saint was asked to 
explain his position. While denying the charge, 
he questioned the validity of the orthodox 
school. He made matters worse by refusing to 
salute and praise the Sultan at the start of the 
interview. The saint maintained that he would 
bow to Bhagwan Ram and none else. The angry 
ruler ordered him to be bound hand and foot 
and thrown into the Ganga. It is believed that 
Kabir safely reached the bank sitting on a deer 
skin. This episode Kabir has mentioned in his 
sayings.

The sultan realized that he was dealing with 
an extraordinary saint who did not care for au-
thority, either spiritual or temporal. As the Kashi 
pandits joined the anti-Kabir chorus the sultan 
was further emboldened to victimize the saint. 
This time Lodhi hatched an inhuman plot to fin-
ish off the saint. Kabir was locked up in a house 
which was set ablaze on all four sides. But Kabir 
escaped unscathed from the diabolical act. When 
the sultan heard of this miracle he ordered that 
the saint should be shackled hand and foot and 
trampled under the foot of an elephant. When 
the mahout goaded on the beast to kill Kabir, 
all the animal did was to step aside after coming 
near the intended victim. It apparently changed 
its mind when the beast’s eyes met Kabir’s. In 
the end the ruler realized his mistake and sought 
the saint’s forgiveness.

To show the importance of chanting God’s 
name he writes:

Though a man builds his house by the side of 
Kashi
And keeps drinking pure Ganga water,
Without Hari’s name there is no moksha,
So says Kabir, Ram’s servant.
Once a group of people came to Kabir’s 

house in his absence. They told the saint’s wife 

about the problem that was troubling them. 
She advised them to chant Ram’s name thrice. 
When Kabir heard of it later he felt sorry that 
his wife had asked the visitor’s to chant Para-
matma’s name thrice. His logic was God’s name 
need be chanted only once to get rid of worldly 
problems because chanting Ram’s name thrice 
enables the chanter to attain moksha.

After grappling against orthodoxy all his life 
and emerging successfully from each encounter, 
the saint gathered a sizable following, and de-
cided to spend his final days at Magahar, a place 
inhabited by low caste people. This was in keep-
ing with a non-conformist like Kabir. The irony 
was not lost on a man who was born at Kashi, 
the holiest of holies of Hinduism.

The fight that followed for his body lends a 
macabre angle to his noble life. The body, ac-
cording to legend, was reduced to a heap of 
flowers. The Raja of Benares, Vir Singh, got half 
of them and the other half was claimed by a Pa-
than noble, Bijli Khan. The two burnt and bur-
ied the flowers and raised a memorial shrine and 
mausoleum as per the rites of the two religions 
at Magahar near Gorakhpur.

Kabir has become many things to many 
people. Hindus consider him to be a Vaishnava 
bhakta and to the Sikhs he is a bhagat. Kabir 
panthis regard him as an avatar of the Supreme 
Being. To modern secularists he was a great so-
cial reformer. Sufis consider him as one of them. 
The saint’s life shows how difficult it was to be 
good and humane in an age when religious con-
formity was enforced at the point of a dagger, 
and the slightest deviation meant certain death. 
Whatever problems he faced in life Kabir did 
not lose his steadfast faith in God. u
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Yogiji Maharaj has instructed us to at-
tend the satsang sabha every Sunday. 
He explained its importance and 

glory, saying that one should go to the Sunday 
sabha even if one has to forego Rs. 25,000 in 
profits. It is difficult to sacrifice such profits and 
engage in satsang and worship, but Swami (Yo-
giji Maharaj) says that one who has understood 
God’s true glory does not do anything that will 
forfeit God. He has faith that God looks after 
our worldly welfare. Shriji Maharaj had asked 

Ramanand Swami that may the devotees have 
enough food, clothing, etc. So, God looks af-
ter us, but because we have attachments to our 
body, family and relatives we think in worldly 
terms that we will incur a loss. But, we have 
Maharaj’s promise and Yogiji Maharaj’s bless-
ings, so nobody has ever lost out and nobody 
will. These are the words of Yogiji Maharaj, who 
beholds Maharaj in person; with his blessings 
many thousands have become happy. Young and 
old, everyone has attained peace and happiness 

SUNDAY SATSANG SABHA
On 5 December 1999, Swamishri addressed the devotees during the weekly

Sunday assembly in Anand and emphasized the importance and benefits of 

regularly attending the Sunday satsang sabha…

SPirituaL DiSCourSES: translation: Sadhu amrutvijaydas
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through his blessings, and if we engage sincerely 
in satsang and bhakti we, too, will not suffer any 
loss. 

By obeying this agna, we may have to forego 
some social engagements, but we will acquire a 
greater benefit. By following this agna of Yogiji 
Maharaj and attending the Sunday sabha we be-
come brahmarup. You may not see the change, 
but within you will experience peace. Maharaj 
has said in the Vachanamrut that one is behaving 
as the atma (atmasattarup) to the extent when 

one is following the Satpurush’s agna; but, with-
out this, no matter how much one engages in 
austerities, observances, donations and other 
endeavours one does not become brahmarup [or 
atmasattarup]. 

It is very difficult to overcome attachment for 
the body. However, by setting aside your home, 
business or other social works and coming to 
the Sunday sabha for a couple of hours, then for 
that period of time you have overcome your at-
tachment to these things. So, by following the 
agna of the great Sadhu at least attachment to 
the world has decreased by this much. By com-
ing to the sabha every Sunday and listening to 
the discourses will one not become brahmarup? 
Just as when one’s business prospers, one’s prof-
its increase, similarly, by coming to the sabha 
one’s spiritual balance will increase and one 
will experience the state of brahmarup. Your 
worldly desires will be overcome and swabhavs 
will change. You will feel inner peace and gain 
strength to engage in satsang. 

This may appear to be a minor agna, but the 
gains are big. Swami says that one may turn a 
thousand malas daily, but turning only one mala 
by the agna of the Satpurush gives the fruits of 
turning a thousand. It is a short cut. But such 
glory is not understood. 

Gunatitanand Swami went to Mt. Girnar. 
There, a mahatma was circumambulating the 
mountain by prostrating. Gunatitanand Swami 
said, “While you are offering prostrations, of-
fer one towards Krupanand Swami and you will 
gain all the fruits.” But the mahatma said that he 
would do so only if he was on his path. So, the 
agna of the Satpurush was not observed since 
there was lack of faith and understanding, oth-
erwise moksha would have been attained by of-
fering just one prostration.

So, to make our path short, we need trust 
and faith in the shastras, Maharaj and the Sat-
purush. Thus, we should focus on coming to 
Sunday sabha or whatever other agna is given. 
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It is a matter of one day a week and that, too, 
for only two hours. The rest of the time you can 
do your work or business, but if this much time 
is given then the jiva is enriched and spiritually 
nourished. What is meant by this? That moksha 
is attained; Akshardham is attained. The more 
one focuses on and observes the commands of 
the Satpurush, the more one benefits. And one 
should also keep that as the aim – to reach Ak-
shardham.

The Satpurush has spoken, Maharaj has 
spoken in the Vachanamrut and Gunatitanand 
Swami has talked about Akshardham. So, we 
should have the thought that we want to go to 
the sabha and contemplate on these talks. Then 
if one starts living according to their wishes, one 
becomes happy. So, whether you work, or run a 
business, or whether you’re in India or abroad, 
keep this aim. 

One day you will have to leave all this so pre-
pare what is required for Akshardham. Just as 
one takes food, etc. when one goes out of town, 
similarly prepare for this. So attending the Sun-
day sabha, performing daily puja and visiting the 
mandir for darshan all enrich and prepare the 
jiva. Engaging in worldly activities and pleasures 
is for the body. Food for the atma is obeying the 
wishes of the Satpurush and God. In this way 
one’s antahkaran is purified. In Vachanamrut 
Gadhada I 8, Maharaj has instructed that we 
should engage our indriyas in the service of God 
and his holy Sadhu. His holy Sadhu is Gunati-
tanand Swami. We should serve both [God and 
Sadhu]. How should the indriyas be used in their 
service? When we do darshan [of God] with our 
eyes with mahima, so the sins of the eyes are 
burnt. Looking at immoral things are the sins of 
the eyes. Looking at improper forms creates bad 
thoughts in the mind and leads to such actions 
that incur sin. God and his Sadhu are pure, so by 
their darshan one’s sins are destroyed. 

Listening sincerely to discourses about God 
destroys the sins of the ears. Speaking deroga-

torily, insultingly, unnecessarily and gossiping 
incurs sin through speech. Hitting or harassing 
people with the hands also incurs sin. But, serv-
ing God and turning the mala absolves the sins 
of the hands. Going to the cinema, bars, casinos, 
etc. incurs sin by the feet. But, by walking to the 
mandir these sins are destroyed. 

So, in this way, if one’s senses, wealth, home 
and family are used in this seva then one’s sins 
are destroyed, senses are purified and one at-
tains God’s abode. The antahkaran (mind) is 
filled with worldly desires and attachments, so 
by such seva it is purified. Then it is able to focus 
on God, offer worship and attain happiness, and 
one’s sins are destroyed. It is said that contact 
with the wind blowing from such a Sadhu de-
stroys 60,000 years of sins and converts them 
into merits. Whereas contact of the breeze from 
a sinner destroys 60,000 years of merits.

 Thus, if one lives by the agnas then there will 
be no problems. Even if one is a householder, if 
one has sought firm refuge and has developed 
staunch faith in God then God will grant bliss.

In Vachanamrut Gadhada II 45, Shriji Maha-
raj says that since we are all said to be his he 
does not want to leave even the slightest fault in 
us; so be ready. If while engaged in worldly ac-
tivities one does not live according to the agnas 
then one’s swabhavs and desires are not over-
come. So, Shriji Maharaj is ready. Are we? When 
taking a photograph the cameraman will tell us 
to look at the camera, but if we look elsewhere 
then it is not his fault. Similarly, Maharaj has 
told us; it is his wish and if we can live accord-
ingly then our work will be done.

So, to constantly have these thoughts rein-
forced all should come to the Sunday sabha to 
listen to the discourses and bhajans. It will bring 
peace within, Yogiji Maharaj will be pleased and 
the fruits will be attained. u
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inTroducTion

This article will explain what is cancer, what 
causes it, what you can do to avoid it and how 
you can know if you might have it. A specialist 
in the treatment of cancer is called an ‘oncolo-
gist’.

WhaT is cancer?
Our bodies are made up of organs (e.g. liver, 

lungs, stomach, colon). In turn, these organs are 
made up of billions and billions of cells. Cells 
grow and when they become old or damaged, 
they die and are replaced with new cells. Nor-
mally, growth of new cells and death of old cells 
are kept in balance.

Cancer is a term which describes the uncon-
trolled growth of cells due to damage (mutation) 
in its DNA. So, instead of dying, damaged cells 
become immortal and continue to divide repeat-
edly and at a faster rate than normal (Figure 1).  

There are two main types of growths in the 
body: benign and malignant. Benign growths are 
not cancerous, do not spread to other parts of 
the body, and are therefore not life-threatening. 
By contrast, a malignant growth will continue to 
grow, and will spread to other parts of the body. 

WhaT are The differenT TYPes of cancer?
Cancer is not just one disease, but many hun-

dreds of diseases. There are many different types 
of cancer. A cancer is termed after the organ it 
originates from. For example, a cancer originat-
ing in the lungs is termed ‘lung cancer’. Each 

cancer type can then be sub-divided into many 
different types. For example, there are over 50 
different types of lung cancer, each of which 
behaves in a slightly different way, and so may 
require different treatments. 

The body part that the cancer started from 
is called the primary cancer site and the places 
to which the cancer spreads (commonly, lungs, 
liver or bone), are called secondary sites (‘sec-
ondaries’ or more correctly, ‘metastases’).

Cancers that have spread to other parts of 
the body still look like the primary site under 
a microscope, and still behave like the primary 
cancer. Therefore, a cancerous deposit in the 
liver from a colon cancer is called ‘a second-
ary deposit (or metastasis) from primary co-
lon cancer’ rather than ‘liver cancer’, and is 
treated in the same way as colon cancer not 
liver cancer.

What you need to 
knoW about cancer

Part 1

HEaLtH: Dr Sanjay Popat, mbbS, bSc, mrCP, PhD, Consultant medical oncologist, London

Figure 1: Loss of Normal Growth Control
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WhY is cancer dangerous?
Cancers are dangerous and must be treated as 

they will otherwise spread to other parts of the 
body. As cancers grow, they interfere with the 
normal working of the organ, and make patients 
weak and frail as they use up the body’s energy 
and nutrients to grow. Patients often therefore 
lose weight as the cancer grows. 

Cancer spreads from its primary site to other 
parts of the body through the blood, the lymph 
system or by growing into a neighbouring organ. 

is There a cancer ePidemic?
Cancer is common, affecting 1 in 3 people. 

In general, there is no cancer ‘epidemic’, with 
only a very minor increase in cancer rates over 
recent years. This is probably because people 
are living longer. Therefore, our body’s cells 
have a longer time to become abnormal and im-
mortal. Hence, it is not surprising that cancer 
is generally a disease of the elderly, and is very 
rare in the young. This is a bit like a car. The 
older the car, the more likely the engine will 
develop a fault.

WhaT causes cancer?
It is often impossible to tell what causes a 

specific cancer in a specific person. People can 

lead an addiction-free and healthy life and still 
develop cancer, usually because a body cell ran-
domly becomes immortal. Cancer is very rarely 
due to factors inherited from one’s parents. 

However, there are some things that are 
known to cause cancer. Using tobacco (smoking 
or chewing) is the commonest cause of cancer 
worldwide. Tobacco causes cancer of the lung, 
mouth, neck, stomach, oesophagus (food pipe) 
and other organs. Before the widespread use 
of tobacco, such cancers were very rare. In the 
West, where governments have taken action to 
reduce tobacco use, lung cancer rates are falling. 
In the developing world, however, where ciga-
rette consumption is actively promoted, lung 
cancer rates are steadily rising. This is a man-
made global health catastrophe. 

In India and East Asia, where chewing be-
tel nut (sopari) or tobacco in paan is popular, 
rates of cancer of the mouth are very high. This 
is because sopari and tobacco and some pastes 
used in making paan cause cancer. Other well 
recognized causes of cancer include regular in-
take of alcohol in excess. This causes cancer of 
the mouth, oesophagus (food pipe) and stom-
ach. A diet rich in red meat is also known to 
cause colon cancer in some cases. Recently, 
obesity has been identified as a major risk fac-
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tor in developing cancer. The Western lifestyle 
causes obesity in many people. It has only re-
cently been identified that body fat is an ac-
tive organ, and too much of it, combined with 
a lack of exercise increases cancer rates. Again, 
this is an example of an entirely preventable 
cause of cancer. Figure 2 summarizes the com-
mon causes of cancer.

There is no good evidence to show that 
stress, emotional problems, mobile phone use or 
‘curses’ cause cancer.

hoW can i PrevenT cancer?
The risk of developing cancer can never be 

reduced to zero. This is because even by lead-
ing a healthy and risk-free lifestyle, cell errors 
will occur by chance alone over a long period 
of time. So, using the car analogy, even, if a 
person looks after their car carefully for many 
years, it may still break down. However, the 
risk of cancer can be massively cut by simple 
measures. 

Trying to remain fit and healthy is by far the 
best way to prevent cancer. Specifically for our 
Indian community, remaining active and not be-
coming overweight is important. Not smoking 
and not taking tobacco are critically important 
in preventing cancer. Not drinking alcohol and 
not eating red meat will also help reduce the risk 
of cancer.

There has been a lot of research into whether 
taking nutritional supplements such as vitamins, 
herbs or antioxidants reduce cancer risk. None 
of these have been shown to work, and in fact 
some have been shown to harm patients.

hoW do i KnoW if i mighT have cancer?
Cancer is often difficult to detect until it has 

spread (as it is initially small and does not cause 
any symptoms), and by then it is usually too late 
to be cured. Some cancers in their early stages 
can be felt either as a lump (e.g. breast cancer) 
or, in the case of skin cancer, a mole that changes 

shape, becomes itchy or starts to bleed. Lumps 
should always be brought to a doctor’s atten-
tion. Some cancers cause specific symptoms. So, 
colon cancer causes bowel habit change: patients 
notice that they used to be regular, and now are 
irregular. Lung cancer can cause shoulder pain 
or recurrent chest infections. When cancer has 
spread, patients often feel run down, lose weight 
or develop night sweats. 

hoW is cancer diagnosed?
Cancer is diagnosed by taking a sample of 

the lump (biopsy) and looking at it under the 
microscope. Before that, however, patients will 
undergo some sort of scan to see where and 
how big the lump is. So, breast cancer patients 
will undergo a breast mammogram and breast 
ultrasound, lung cancer patients might need a 
bronchoscopy and colon cancer patients may 
need a colonoscopy. Cancers are usually as-
sessed by CT scan and sometimes special tests. 
Depending on the cancer, it might take six 
weeks to make a diagnosis as many tests may 
be needed.

WhaT is cancer screening?
Screening aims to pick up cancer at an early 

stage, before the patient has any symptoms. This 
improves the chance of being cured. Asian pa-
tients often do not take part in screening pro-
grammes and so are at a much higher chance of 
having cancer diagnosed at a later stage, when it 
is incurable.

Many countries have screening programmes. 
In the UK women are invited for regular breast 
mammograms and cervical smears. There is also 
a bowel cancer screening programme (a stool 
sample is tested). The role of blood testing to 
detect prostate cancer is controversial. u

(To be continued in next issue.)
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In May 1962 (Vaishakh sud 7, Samvat 
2018), Brahmaswarup Yogiji Maharaj 
performed the murti-pratishtha of the 

BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir in Ahmed-
abad. As part of the year-long Golden Anniver-
sary celebrations (2011-2012) to mark the com-
pletion of 50 years, a special Maha-Annakut was 
offered on the Hindu New Year on 27 October 
2011. 

Around 2,700 volunteers of all ages served 
enthusiastically to make this grand event a huge 
success. Planning began over a month before-
hand and in the last 15 days volunteers endeav-
oured day and night to ensure the timely com-

pletion of all duties and arrangements.
About 700 children efficiently manned the 

specially built boothouse, while other volunteers 
served in the parking, darshan arrangements, 
kitchen, security, housekeeping and other de-
partments.

A total of 2,551 specially prepared vegetarian 
delicacies were offered to Thakorji in the Maha-
Annakut. The majority of them were prepared 
at the mandir in Shahibaug. Other items were 
prepared at the homes of devotees in accordance 
with the codes of purity for Thakorji.

Over 800 male and female youths helped in 
decoratively preparing the dishes of all the deli-

MAHA-ANNAKUT CELEBRATION
BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir

Ahmedabad, 27 October 2011
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cacies using circular trays of various sizes spe-
cially made of bamboo.

Under the guidance of sadhus, the delicacies 
were aesthetically and systematically arranged 
before Thakorji.

Certain items were presented in special ways. 
For example, 1,400 pieces of variously coloured 
mesub were used to make a model of the Delhi 
Darvaja (Gate) in Ahmedabad, which Bhagwan 
Swaminarayan had sanctified. Also, a biscuit 
model of Ahmedabad mandir was made. Other 
creative designs were prepared using bakery and 
sweet delicacies.

The Maha-Annakut was set up in the newly 

refurbished Yagnapurush Sabhagruh (Hall). It 
was 26 feet high and 76 feet long, and com-
prised of 27 steps, each 90 feet wide. Running 
down the centre of the hall was a 5-ft by 80-
ft representation of the Sabarmati River, which 
flows through Ahmedabad. A portion of this was 
made of cake with intricate and colourful cream 
decorations. Fruits, vegetables and other edible 
foodstuffs were also used to form the river and 
decorate its ‘banks’.

The first arti of the Maha-Annakut was per-
formed at 10.00 a.m. by Pujya Dr Swami, Pu-
jya Ishwarcharan Swami, Kothari Satsangijivan 

(contd. on p. 58)
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UK
neasden mandir lighTs uP in PinK for 
breasT cancer aWareness monTh

26 October 2011

BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir, London, 
was illuminated in pink on the evening of 26 
October 2011 to support Breast Cancer Care 
during Breast Cancer Awareness Month. The 
lighting of the Mandir was seen by thousands 
who had gathered for the Diwali celebrations 
and spectacular fireworks display.

The pink lighting was switched on by Marie 
Geiger from Breast Cancer Care.

The Mandir has been a keen supporter of 
Breast Cancer Care since 2007. Breast Cancer 
Care have also featured with stalls and informa-
tion booths during a number of events organised 
by the Mandir in London, and activities by BAPS 
centres across the UK.

maYor of london boris Johnson celebraTes 
hindu neW Year aT neasden mandir

27 October 2011
The Mayor of London Boris Johnson visit-

ed BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir, London, 
during the Hindu New Year celebrations on 
27 October 2011.

After a traditional welcome at the mandir 
gate, the Mayor and his delegation went on a 
brief tour of the mandir complex and joined 
thousands of others to witness the annakut.

In the assembly hall, the Mayor and other 
distinguished guests performed the evening cel-
ebration arti ritual.

In his address to the assembly, Mr Johnson 
said, “I am very very proud and supportive of 
what you do in this amazing mandir and the in-
credible things you do for your community and 
all communities.”

Before departing, Mr. Johnson also met some 
of the 1,200 volunteers involved in ensuring a 
pleasant and enriching experience for the tens of 
thousands who enjoy the festival every year. The 
Mayor expressed his admiration for His Holi-
ness Pramukh Swami Maharaj in inspiring and 
mobilizing so many young people in such posi-
tive causes.

baPs sundaY school, london, receives 
bronze aWard from conTinYou

2 December 2011
The BAPS Sunday School at BAPS Shri Swam-

inarayan Mandir, London, has been awarded the 
Bronze Award from ContinYou, one of the UK’s 
leading education charities.

BAPS News
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The Bronze Award signifies that the BAPS 
supplementary school meets all the essential 
requirements of the National Resource Centre 
(NRC) and has all the policies and procedures 
in place to safely and effectively offer children’s 
activities to a nationally recognized standard.

Under a separate category, ContinYou pre-
sented The Swaminarayan School an award for 
their exceptional support to the BAPS Sunday 
School.

The awards were presented by the Rt. Hon. 
Mayor of Brent Cllr Aslam Choudry at a special 
ceremony on Friday 2 December 2011.

social saTsang – oPening doors, minds & 
hearTs: naTional YuvaK-YuvaTi shibir 
aT baPs shri sWaminaraYan mandir, 
leicesTer & london

19-20 November 2011
Around 600 yuvaks and yuvatis attended the 

National Yuvak-Yuvati one-day shibirs held at 
the newly inaugurated BAPS Shri Swaminarayan 
Mandir in Leicester on 19 November 2011 and 
at BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir in London 
on 20 November 2011.

The theme of the shibir ‘Social Satsang’ high-
lighted the importance of sabhas and seva in Sat-
sang.

In their speeches, the sadhus gave practical 
guidance on the various aspects of Social Sat-

sang, such as, serving others, helping everyone 
amalgamate and feel welcome, suhradbhav, 
katha and sabha, realizing each other’s greatness 
and learning from the lives of the guru param-
para.

Audio-video presentations, video blessings of 
Swamishri, skits and interactive discussions also 
helped to reiterate the important concept of So-
cial Satsang, sabha and seva.

observing universal children’s daY 
baPs shri sWaminaraYan mandir, london

20 November 2011
On 20 November 2011, BAPS, a member of 

the United Nations Economic and Social Coun-
cil, commemorated Universal Children’s Day at 
BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir in London. 
It is “observed as a day of worldwide fraternity 
and understanding between children”, promot-
ing the ideals and objectives of the UN Charter 
and the welfare of the children of the world

Based on some of UNICEF’s ten imperatives 
for children, the theme for the event was ‘Shap-
ing the Present, Nurturing the Future’. Over 
300 children and parents learnt about the im-
portance of the family, social and school envi-
ronment in ensuring that children blossom into 
better human beings and ideal citizens.

They also learnt about Pramukh Swami Ma-
haraj’s message ‘In the joy of others, lies our own’ 
and the various activities Pramukh Swami Maha-
raj has initiated for children internationally.

At the end the children and parents joined in 
a collective prayer for the well-being of all chil-
dren around the world.

naTional bal-baliKa WinTer reunion 
Training camP, baPs shri sWaminaraYan 
mandir, london

16-18 December 2011
Over 70 selected balaks and balikas from 

around the UK, together with 25 sanchalaks 
and sanchalikas, attended the three-day camp 
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at BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir, London, 
from 16 to 18 December 2011.

Based on the theme ‘Satsang Karo ne 
Karavo’ they were provided special training 
and guidance on various topics, in which 
they learnt about the inspirational work of 
karyakars from around the world, Swamishri’s 
vision for the future of Satsang, Swamishri’s 
compassionate nature, how shravan, manan 
and nididhyasan can help one progress 
spiritually, Bhagatji Maharaj’s exemplary life, 
the importance of mandirs in daily life, and 
how Satsang and Swamishri should be the 
spiritual focus of all.

In addition, workshops were held on how 
to gain maximum benefit from Satsang-related 
reading and listening to spiritual discourses.

The youngsters also enjoyed the teambuliding 
and other involvement activities.

The shibir gave the children with a deeper 
insight of Satsang and seva, inspiring them to 
progress spiritually and personally.

USA
saTsang shibirs 
Theme: ‘om shanTi, shanTi, shanTi’ 
North America, August to December 2011

Between August and December 2011, a 
series of two-day Satsang Shibirs based on the 
theme ‘Om Shanti, Shanti, Shanti’ were held 
across North America in the presence of Pujya 
Mahant Swami. The shibirs helped to provide 

the devotees with practical solutions to the 
challenge of balancing work, family, satsang and 
personal responsibilities.

The shibirs included spiritual discourses, 
interactive workshops and reflection sessions. 
Also, inspiring examples from the life of 
Pramukh Swami Maharaj guided the attendees 
on practical methods to simple and peaceful 
living.

East Africa
baPs organizes medical healTh 
camPs, KenYa

20-21 November 2011

On 20 November 2011, around 170 peo-
ple benefited from a medical camp hosted by 
BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir in Nairobi. 
The camp included checking of blood pressure, 
blood sugar level and bone density. 

Another camp was held in Kikuyu town on 
21 November 2011 at Akshar Health Care, in 
which about 100 local residents of Kikuyu town 
were provided free checkup and medication ser-
vices.

baPs chariTY services

Tanzania, 2011
Medical Aid
•	 BAPS	operates	a	permanent	dispensary	in	

Dar-es-Salaam which provides free medi-
cal treatment to elderly patients and to 
the first 50 children under 16 every day.
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•	 BAPS	 sponsors	 10	 patients	 every	month	
for hernia and hydrocoele operations.

•	 In	November	 2011,	 BAPS	 conducted	 an	
eye camp in collaboration with CCBRT 
Hospital in Lugoba.

Social Services
Every month BAPS youth and women vol-

unteers visit hospitals, children’s homes and old 
age homes to meet patients and residents and 
provide foodstuffs, toiletries, clothes and other 
essential items.

Asia Pacific
saTsang shibirs in hong Kong, singaPore 
and indonesia

September 2011

Between 29 August and 2 October 2011, 
BAPS sadhus conducted Satsang Shibirs in Hong 
Kong, Singapore and Indonesia, and satsang 
assemblies in the Philippines and Thailand. 
The one-day shibirs were based on the theme 
“Spiritual Quotient – Vidyanam Adhyatma 

Vidya” and focused on spiritual intelligence as 
the supreme knowledge.

The participants learnt about the importance 
of emotional quotient, prayer, faith, positive 
thinking and daily rituals through lectures, 
group discussions and video presentations. 
The shibirs shed light on how to apply spiritual 
principles to help overcome the turmoil of daily 
life and provided an enlightening experience for 
all the participants.

saTsang shibir  
Theme: sPiriTual QuoTienT

darWin, ausTralia, 
26 November 2011 

Based on the theme of ‘Spiritual Quotient’, a 
one-day Satsang Shibir was held in Darwin for 
the first time on 26 November 2011. Through 
interactive presentations and small-group break-
out sessions family values, the power of faith and 
daily rituals as well as other practical aspects of 
spirituality were emphasized. A panel discussion 
based on the true-life incidents of the panellists 
and a group discussion on the story of Eklavya 
encouraged everyone to share their experiences 
and opinions.

India
Kishore-Kishori shibir

Theme: ‘Jivishu sWamine maTe’,
31 October to 3 November 2011, Sarangpur

From 31 October to 3 November, around 
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1,800 kishores and kishoris from BAPS 
centres in the Bhavnagar, Amreli, Mahuva 
and Botad regions gathered at the BAPS Shri 
Swaminarayan Mandir in Sarangpur for a 
shibir in the presence of Pujya Doctor Swami. 
Based on the theme ‘Jivishu Swamine Mate’ 
(Living for Swamishri), teenagers and youths 
were guided by senior and experienced sadhus 
on how to progress spiritually and earn the 
blessings of guru Pramukh Swami Maharaj. 
The youngsters also received guidance on 
personality development and studies from 
experienced experts. At the end, the youths all 
pledged to perform daily puja and attend the 
weekly satsang assembly at their local centres.

naTional launch of World diabeTes daY 
aT sWaminaraYan aKshardham, neW delhi 
13 November 2011

On the eve of World Diabetes Day, the biggest 
campaign so far to increase awareness about dia-
betes prevention and management commenced 

at Swaminarayan Akshardham in New Delhi, 
India. It was part of the Abbot Blue Monument 
Lighting Challenge to illuminate iconic land-
marks, monuments and buildings all over the 
world in the official blue colour on the eve of 
World Diabetes Day, thus supporting the global 
campaign for diabetes awareness. 

The grand opening ceremony culminated with 
Dr Kiran Wali, Minister for Women and Child De-
velopment and Social Welfare, Govt. of NCT Del-
hi, illuminating Swaminarayan Akshardham Man-
dir in a blue colour by pressing a button and thus 
simultaneously illuminating over 70 monuments 
and buildings across New Delhi and around the 
country in blue light. Among the other landmarks 
illuminated were the Red Fort, Qutub Minar, Old 
Fort, Kangra Fort (Manali), Ellora caves (Aurang-
abad), AIIMS, 13 gates of Ahmedabad and the Taj 
Mahal. Other attendees at this kickoff ceremony 
included representatives of national and interna-
tional corporations, charity groups and NGOs, 
and distinguished doctors. u

(contd. from p. 53)

Swami and the Chief Minister of Gujarat, Shri 
Narendrabhai Modi.

Thereafter, every hour, until 8.00 p.m. arti 
was performed by the devotees. Throughout the 
day, over 80,000 devotees and well-wishers and 
700 local dignitaries had darshan of the Maha-
Annakut. They were all touched by the beauty, 
piety and divinity of the atmosphere. 

In Mumbai, Pramukh Swami Maharaj had 
darshan of the Maha-Annakut through a live 

webcast link and conveyed his blessings to all.
highlighTs

•	2,551 vegetarian delicacies.
•	2,700 volunteers.
•	80,000 visitors.
•	Arti every hour from 10.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m.
•	Special arrangements for the elderly and 

handicapped.
•	80-ft. model of River Sabarmati comprising of 

edible items. u



iNAuGuRATiON OF BApS SWAMiNARAYAN GANeSH DWAR  
14 December 2011, Mumbai

Every year tens of thousands of devotees gather at the popular Shivaji Park in Dadar to celebrate the Ganesh 
festival and ceremoniously immerse the murti of Shri Ganesh into the ocean.

1. At this spot, opposite  the famous Sea-Link Bridge, Mumbai Mahanagarpalika  (Municipal Corporation) and BAPS 
have jointly created the  beautiful 65-ft. high BAPS Swaminarayan Ganesh Dwar, decorated with  1008 murtis of 
Shri Ganeshji.

2. Auspicious inauguration ceremony in the presence of Pujya Kothari Bhaktipriya Swami, Pujya Viveksagar Swami 
and local dignitaries (14 December 2011).

3. Swamishri, after performing pujan of murtis of Shri Ganesh for the Ganesh Dwar, offers his humble respects.
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Blue MONuMeNT liGHTiNG cHAlleNGe 
 SWAMiNARAYAN AKSHARDHAM

13 November 2011, New Delhi

1. On the eve of World Diabetes Day, the biggest campaign 
so far to increase awareness about diabetes prevention 
and management commenced at Swaminarayan 
Akshardham in New Delhi, India.

 The grand opening ceremony culminated with Dr Kiran 
Wali, Minister for Women and Child Development 
and Social Welfare, Govt. of NCT Delhi, illuminating 
Swaminarayan Akshardham Mandir in a blue colour by 
pressing a button and thus simultaneously illuminating 
over 70 monuments and buildings across New Delhi 
and around the country in blue light. Among the other 
landmarks illuminated were the Red Fort, Qutub Minar, 
Old Fort, Kangra Fort (Manali), Ellora caves (Aurangabad), 
AIIMS, 13 gates of Ahmedabad and the Taj Mahal.

2. On 2 December 2011, Governor Martin O’Malley of 
Maryland State, USA, visited Swaminarayan Akshardham 
in New Delhi. He commented, “This is an amazing piece 
of architecture and achievement.”
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